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ABSTRACT
The old city of Nablus is one of the best preserved
traditional cities on the West Bank of the Jordan river. It
contains one of the greatest collections of national monuments
in all the West Bank, and is considered by many to be the most
attractive city in that area after Jerusalem.
Nablus is seriously threatened with the disfigurement and
destruction which may cause the eradication of whole chapters
of its history. The question then, is how can future
architectural development in the old city of Nablus be
prevented from accelerating the loss of its cultural identity.
A systematic program of preservation is recommended. This
program can offer present and future generations of Nablus the
opportunity to create a better community while maintaining and
enhancing the best from the past.
Preservation must be integrated into the regular planning
process . It must mean something to the man in the street and
involve the community. Above all it must be compatible with
contemporary ways of living, and with changes that are taking
place. Preservation must be part of an organic process in
order to assure the continued enjoyment of Nablus' special
attributes embodied in its heritage. Such an approach will
help to make Nablus dynamic and fascinating, as a place in
which to live or to visit.
Efforts shall be made to identify the personality that
the historic quarters convey, to revive past values, to regain
the architectural integrity of the historic quarters and to
create a more livable environment. It is essential to maintain
the charm and picturesque quality of this historic city about
which an anonymous Palestinian poet once wrote "when you say
fame, you mean Nablus."
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL BACKGROUND
INTRODUCTION
"The preservation of historic districts today
is widely accepted as a legitimate function of
government. Not only is it justified on the basis
that community appearance is important to the
public welfare, but also because such areas add to
our culture, education, and enjoyment by keeping
history alive and visible." 1
"The contemporary Muslim world faces a
fundamental and unique challenge in determining
its future physical environment. In many Muslim
countries the next two decades will see a radical
large-scale transformation of the urban physical
fabric, not only in economic or political terms,
but in the physical environment as well." 2
Therefore the question is how future architectural
development can be prevented from accelerating the loss of
its cultural identity. The world is changing, there are
still many lessons to be drawn from the past. Whatever
design solutions people choose should be conceived in such a
manner as to allow evolution and progress to orient them
toward the future, rather than retreat into the past for its
own sake
.
The continued existence of the Islamic cultural herit-
age, as represented by the historic monuments and sites
constructed by that civilization, is at stake today. The
Islamic historic quarters are seriously threatened with
disfigurement and destruction due to a variety of both psy-
chological and economic factors. Culturally speaking, the
Islamic countries suffer from an inferiority complex with
regard to Western standards and values; they downgrade,
disregard, and in some cases are even ashamed of their own
past.
Therefore, new and unimaginative architectural
styles and urban patterns have invaded the Islamic countries,
without the slightest attention being paid to the specific
character, customs, and habits of their people.
"The structures and traditions of many
historic cities have been destroyed in the name of
progress and modernization, slum clearance traffic
improvement and exploitation of rising living
standards. Governments, in their quest to modern-
ize through rapid industrialization, have encour-
aged the intrusion of these new values and have
given scant attention to the conservation of
cultural heritage. Yet the necessity of preserv-
ing - or in some cases rediscovering - the artis-
tic and cultural heritage should be self-evident
and should indeed be a high governmental
priority" 3
"Reviewing the realm of preservation, we see that
auspicious beginnings have been made in many
Islamic societies which may be reoriented to
expand their traditional realm of activities.
Intensive campaigns are needed to sensitize the
owners and administrator of many monuments, as
unique products of a cultural past which retains
both psychological and aesthetic validity" 4
The principal reason for safeguarding the visual image
of the past, in the form of monuments and historic quarters,
is not only the intrinsic beauty and harmony of what is to be
preserved, but above all the identity and personality which
these monuments and quarters convey
Notes
1 Godman, John - Preservation of Historic Districts by
Architectural controls
2 A.K.A. Seminar Paper, 1978:XII
Zulficar, Said, A.K.A. Seminar Paper:XIII
4 A.K.A. Seminar Paper 1978:IX
PURPOSE OF STUDY
The aim of this study is to focus on the historic
quarters of the old city of "Nablus", and to consider strate-
gies and general urban design guidelines, which could ensure
a future for those historic quarters in the rapidly changing
physical and social landscape.
In a seminar held in the fall of 1978 under the name of
"Conservation as Cultural Survival" Renata Holod said:
"The nature of the future of the Islamic
cities would most likely vary according to the
initiatives and needs of each particular place.
These environments may still play an important role
in the life of contemporary Islamic societies.
Some of these environments have remained a focus
for the traditional elements of societies. All
possess rich reserves of architectural ideas, and
townscape with distinct flavor and identity."
Map shows the Holyland and Syria
Source:The Holyland and Syria, Frank, G. Carpenter,
1925
HYPOTHESIS
The thesis is based on the hypothesis that the historic
quarters of Nablus are not to become a museum for tourists.
The project is intended to encourage appreciation for the
values of the old city. It is assumed that the historic
district will be lived in, and that adaptations will be made
to allow for changing needs of the residents while retaining
the atmosphere, scale and streetscape of the original neigh-
borhood.
SCOPE OF STUDY
The old city of "Nablus", one of the West Bank's most
important historic cities, has undergone a drastic change in
the last few decades. The process of westernization has been
rapidly gaining ground, swallowing up some things worth
preserving as well as others not worth holding on to.
This historic city containing one of the greatest
collections of national monuments in all the West Bank of the
Jordan River (part of an area historically known as Pales-
tine) has been ruined in the cause of "progress" and the
6
THE HOLY LAND
Map show the location of Nablus in the Holyland
Source: The Holyland and Syria, Frank, G. Carpenter, 1925
quarters have heavily overshadowed the heritage of "Nablus"
glorious past.
The old city of "Nablus" is considered by many to be
the most attractive city in the West Bank after Jerusalem.
The author will scrutinize the exciting problems and offer
general urban design guidelines for developing and preserving
the historic quarters to create a more liveable environment
and maintain the charm and picturesque quality of this his-
toric city about which a Palestinian poet once wrote "when
you say fame, you mean "Nablus".
Since "the status and condition of the older historic
quarters (the madina) is a shared aspect of many Islamic
towns, all have been subjected to, or are still undergoing,
processes of major demographic change" 1 . It is important to
discuss, understand and analyze projects and issues from
various regions of the Islamic world, having similar charac-
teristics, heritage and culture.
This importance stems from the following:
1) "Lack of written information and detailed maps of the
old city of Nablus" 2
2) Many parts of the old city of Nablus have been demol-
ished because of earthquakes, in 1903 and in 1927.
The purpose of the proposed study is to develop a
program establishing development guidelines for developing
and conserving the historic quarters of Nablus. These guide-
lines will be general without focusing on detailed design,
but careful attention will be paid to the implication of each
of these guidelines for the benefit of the whole society.
"It is hoped that the old city of Nablus will
embark upon a policy of conserving, preserving, and
rehabilitating the traditional elements of the
community" 2
In order to develop such urban design guidelines, the
author will largely draw on M. Hugh P. Roberts's book, "An
Urban Profile Of The Middle East " . In his book, Roberts
suggested a strategy for the future planning in the Middle
East - future planning strategy : a framework for action.
Summarizing this startegy Roberts said:
"Having drawn up one final picture of development
trends in Middle Eastern Urban societies, it re-
mains to summarize the problems which have been
seen to exist in the region. This summary is
followed by an identification of aims, objectives
and courses of action for urban planning in the
future, which Middle East countries, comtemplating
their individual urban situations, may see fit to
adopt or nay, indeed, regard as unavoidable" 3 Ref.
Appendix (1)
The other book that the author will use to support his
study, is Cutler's book - "Recycling Cities For People - The
Urban Design Process " - in which Cutler tried to develop a
systematic technique for the planning with environmental
assessment.
Defining his technique Cutler said:
"we have tried to develop a new technique
that would be a means of establishing trust and
understanding in the planning process through
simplified concepts. It is a systematic technique,
a process that has begun to evolve out of our
execution of many complex revitalization reports,
downtown plans, and environmental impact studies.
It can be simplified to a flow diagram, but the
important components are present and clarified by
Tasks. Each Task, which must be performed to
complete the process, has a sequence, an action, a
product, and components, and considerations that
make up the Task. The Tasks occur in overlapping
order and actively integrate public participation
into each stage of priority and criteria develop-
ment." 4 Ref. Appendix (2)
Even though these strategies did not address the spe-
cific methods for a specific place, these strategies could be
applied anywhere for the developing of a successful urban
design plan.
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With the help of the existing data references, and the
above strategies, the author will develop general urban
design guidelines which will become a tool for developing and
preserving the historic quarters of the old city of Nablus.
Notes
1 A.K.A. Seminar Paper 1978: IX
2 Awad, Jihad, Islamic Sougs(Bazaar) In The Urban
Context, Master thesis proposal, 1988:4
3 Roberts, M. Hugh. An Urban Profile Of The Middle
East , London:St. Martin, 1979
4 Cutler, Recycling Cities For People The Urban Design
Process , Cahners Books International, Inc.
1976
IMPORTANCE OF STUDY
The historic quarters in the old city of Nablus are now
threatened by the shifting of social and commercial activi-
ties from those quarters to new centers outside the old city.
Additionally, many historic structures in those quarters have
been destroyed in the name of progress and modernization.
Therefore, it is important to create development and preser-
vation guidelines which will give identity and personality to
those historic quarters.
11
The municipality of Nablus has already started the
rehabilitation of the main bazaar of the old city and other
parts without study, so the proposed research will be useful
to the municipality of Nablus. Furthermore, this study will
be the basis for preserving cities and villages in the West
Bank and Gaza strip. Also, this research will be helpful to
the Department of Architecture at Al-Najah National Universi-
ty since it will be the foundation for further studies to be
done by faculty members as well as students.
This study is going to be complementary to other stud-
ies of the old city of Nablus. One study was "Public Baths
(hanunamat) of Nablus", Dr. Wae'l Abu Saleh. Another was "The
Urban Sprawl of Nablus", Yousof & Asi 1986. The final study
was "Islamic Suqs (Bazaars) In The Urban Context", Awad,
Jihad 1988.
Since Nablus is the home town of the author, this study
will be the basis for continued research on the historic
quarters, and for new studies useful to the universities, the
municipalities and the people of the West Bank and Gaza
strip. In an earlier conversation with Hafiz Tuqan, amyor of
Nablus, has indicated that the proposed study will be wel-
comed by the municipal council.
12
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In the process of data collection for this thesis, two
methods will be applied : library research and utilization of
earlier field work. The latter is essential because there is
not much printed material available.
Library Research
The literature that will be reviewed for the theorecti-
cal study and the development and analysis patterns mainly
consists of books and articles dealing with preservation,
rehabilitation and development of historic Islamic cities. A
great deal about these topics is available in the Weigel
Library, the Aga Khan Award program, and through interlibrary
loan.
Many studies have been accomplished on different ideol-
ogies for preservation 1 . Other studies have been made on
preservation problems of Fez, Lahore, Oman, Jakarta, Istan-
bul, Antolia, Egypt, Yemen, and Isfahan 2 . Further studies
were accomplished on the uses of the past in Islamic Archi-
tecture 3 . In addition several studies have been done on the
13
preservation of historic districts in the Western world 4 .
Even though Western and other foreign methods will not
be applied directly to Islamic conditions, certain theorecti-
cal approaches may prove useful.
Mote s
Dogan, Kuban, Conservation of Historical Environment
For Cultural Survival - Seminar Paper, 1978 Ilham,
Tekeli - Urban Pattern in Antolia : Organization &
Evolution A.K.A. 1978
Stetano, Bianca, Fez - Toward the Rehabilitation of
Great City. Seminar Paper Mumtaz, Kamil. K, The
Walled City Of Lahore : Directions for Rehabilita-
tion. A.K.A. 1978 Damais, S, The Development of A
Conservation Program For Jakarta Kamil, Melih.,
Nayir, Z, & H. Sener, F. Yurekli & H. Yurekli, The
Egypt Conservation Area, Seminar Paper, 1978
Elden, Nezih, Kamil, M, Yucel, A., A Plan For
Istanbul's Sultanahmet - Ayasofya Area. Seminar
Paper A.K.A. Ronald Lewcock - Three Problems In
Conserving : Egypt, Oman, and Yemen. A.K.A. Semi-
nar Paper, 1978
Aptullah Kuran - Turkish Architecture, Past, Present :
A Brief Account. A.K.A. 1978 Sadad Hakki Eldem -
Toward A Local Idiom : A Summary History of Con-
temporary Architecture in Turkey - Seminar Paper.
A.K.A. 1978 Mohammad Makiya - A Practicing Archi-
tect Looks At Conservation - A.K.A. Seminar Paper
1978
Godman, John, Preservation of Historic Districts By
Architectural Control, American Society Of Plan-
ning Officials, 1313, East 60th Street, Chicago
37, Illinois James Marstan Fitch - Historic Pres-
ervation : Curatorial Management of the Built
World - McGraw-Hill Book Company Glen, Marsha,
Architecture - Conservation and Restoration,
Washington D.C. American Institute of Architec-
ture, 1974
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Fieldwork
Since the studies mentioned earlier are the only mate-
rials published about Nablus, the author will rely heavily on
fieldwork he has already undertaken. Additional information
may be sought from colleagues there.
The images of the city that have been recorded will be
analyzed to arrive at an architype, a technique that has been
practiced in historic preservation 1 . This method can aid the
author to recall the event and also to record the information
on the historic quarters. Official maps will be obtained
from the municipality of "Nablus". Documentation of any part
of the city is possible with the help of the Architectural
Department at An-Najah National University, where the author
is a member of the faculty.
Notes
1 Professor Gene Ernst - Lecture ENVD 699. Feb 1987.
15
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
"Nablus, is one of the oldest towns in history. It was
founded long before Jerusalem was built and even before
Jacob's time."7
- Frank G. Carpenter, 1925 -
The Holy Land and Syria Grand City
u
mmm vm
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TOPOGRAPHY
Nablus is an Arab city in Central Palestine, in a pass
between Mount Ebal to the north and Mount Gerizim to the
south. The site of this ancient city has been continuously
occupied from Bronze Age to the present day. Nablus is
situated at a height of over 500 meters above sea level, 64
kilometers north of Jerusalem. The old city is characterized
by its narrow streets and small houses, while the new parts
of the city extend up the slopes of both mountains, and have
wider streets and modern buildings.
a Jacobs
we tt
The Valley of Nablus
Source : Land of Christ, James H. Fariely, 1968
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The narrow valley of Nablus extends in a westerly
direction, whereas the valley to the east widens to the
plains of Beit Dajan area.
The center of the town forms a ridge that divides the
flow of rainwater. The west basin of town drains to the
Mediterranean, and the east basin drains to the River Jordan.
Lewis G. Leary who visited Nablus in 1911 gave the
following description of its location:
"The center of Palestine geographically, and in
many respects the center historically and reli-
giously, is the city of Shechem, which lies in the
transverse valley which cuts across the highlands
of Samaria from east to west between Mount Gerizim
and Mount Ebal. The city is built upon a kind of
ridge or "shoulder" which stretches across the
narrow valley from mountain to mountain; hence its
ancient name of Shechem or "the shoulder". It has
been known for the last nineteen centuries as
Nablus, (i.e. Neapolis or "new-town". 2
Climate :
The average annual temperature for this area varies
between 17° - 19°C with an average temperature of 24° - 26°
during the hottest month, August, and 3° - 10°C for the
coldest month, January. The maximum temperature can reach
19
Ventilation Holes "Keyzan"
4 0"C in summer and a minimum of zero during the winter
months.
The average rainfall varies from 600 to 700 mm. per
annum with approximately 45 rainy days of more than 1 mm. per
day, falling mainly during the months November to March. (see
Figure 2.1)
From rainfall records for 10 years, the following table
was prepared showing the frequency of days for each month of
the year, with different amounts of rainfall in mms per
day. (see Figure 2.2)
The prevailing wind blows from the west through the
narrow valley from the sea. Generally, the wind reaches its
peak in the early afternoon with a wind force of over 1
degree Beaufort i.e. greater than 5 kilometers per hour.
Population Growth Since 1838 :
"Robinson estimated the number of Mohammedans in
Nablus at the time of his visit - 1838 - at 8000
souls. Besides these, there were about a hundred
and twenty Greek Christians, who were subjected to
taxes, implying a population of at least five
hundred souls, reckoning women and children. The
Samaritans proper number only about thirty men who
are liable to pay taxes, and the whole Samaritans
population would hardly surpass a hundred and
21
fifty souls." 3
ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF RAINFALL
Figure 2.1
Source : Geography of the Holy Land, Raoul Blanchard and M.
Du Buit, o.p. 1966
In 1866, Tristan, estimated the population of Nablus to
be 9,000 souls.
"Indeed, the population of Nablus is chiefly Mus-
sulman. Out of 9,000 souls,, for it has recently
22
much increased, there are not more than 650 chris-
tians, not 200 Samaritans, and still fewer Jews."''
Thomson, visited Nablus in 1882 and wrote:
"The population has not greatly increased during
the last half century. It was estimated at about
ten thousand, and it does not now exceed thirteen
thousand. By far the largest proportion of the
inhabitants are Moslems, extremely fanatical,
insolent, and turbulent. The Christians of all the
sects number about seven hundred, mostly of the
Orthodox Greek Church. The one hundred, Samaritans
reside near their small keniseh, or synagogue, in
the south-western corner of the town; and there are
also a few Jews; ii 5
In 1911 Lewis Gaston, gave another number for the
population of Nablus:
"The inhabitants of the modern city number some
24,000, and are all Moslems,..." 6
"I was surprised to find that there were any Samar-
itans living. I had supposed that they had been
swallowed up by people of other faith. I find,
however, that there are about two hundred in Na-
blus, and that they practise the same religion as
they did when Christ came" 7
The present population of greater Nablus stands at
100,000 which includes the population in the refugee camps:
Beit Elma (west Balata, Askar, east of the city.) In the
year 2000, the population is anticipated to grow to 130,000
23
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people. This growth represents an average annual increase in
the population of 2% (see curve of population growth) . (see
Figure 2.3)
History :
Nablus, is located both geographically and strategical-
ly on the main highways or trade routes connecting the three
continents, Europe, Asia, and Africa, and thus it has made
its mark in history.
The town was mentioned in ancient Egyptian writings
from the period 14th to 18th century before the common era.
In the Hebrew scriptures, it is mentioned that Abraham
dwelled near the town and that Jacob purchased land for
agricultural purposes. Through its troubled history, Nablus
has seen many wars and changes of rulers. 9
In this strategic location at the center of a pass
linking the Mediterranean coastal plain in the west to the
Jordan valley in the east, with an abundant water supply and
a productive hinterland, the Romans founded a new town in AD
72 for veteran legionaries to settle, after they destroyed
the original town. It was named Flavia Neapolis (from which
25
the present name derives) in honor of the Emperor Flavius
Vespasian. The town acquired all the civil and religious
structures of a Graeco-Roman city: agora, hippodrome, aque-
ducts, fountains, colonnaded streets, temples and, later,
basilicas, ramparts and, on the slope of Mount Ebal, a ne-
cropolis. Traces of this Roman city have been excavated
recently, and a length of aqueduct survives to the west of
the town, (see Notes 1, 3, 8, & 9)
"Under the Roman emperors Neapolis became one of the
most important cities in Palestine. Septimius Severus once
deprived it of the 'jus civitatis' but he restored it later
(spartianus, 'Vita Severi 'ch. ix. ) Under Zeno (474) riots
occurred in Neapolis between the Samaritans and the Chris-
tians."' From the fourth century Neapolis became the seat of
a bishop, but the early Christian had to struggle constantly
against the Samaritans. The Emperor Zeno expelled the Samar-
itans from Mt. Gerizim and built a church on its summit in
about 485. In 521 the Samaritans murdered the bishop, massa-
cred priests and monks and burned the churched and monaster-
ies. The Byzantine Emperor Justinian restored Zeno'z church
in 531; remains of this octagonal church were excavated in
1928. After suffering several repulses from Justinian, the
Samaritans eventualy took refuge to the east of the River
Jordan where in a last battle they were virtually annihilat-
ed. Nowadays only a small community of about 200 Samaritans
26
The Roman Church in El-Gharb Quarter.
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lives on the lower slopes of the mountain. The present-day
Samaritans celebrate their feasts of passover, Pentecost and
Tabernacles on top of Gerizim.
In 636 the Arabs captured the town for Islam. the
famous 10th C geographer, al-Muqaddasi, wrote that the town
abounded in olives and was named "the little Damascus" and
that its market place was very extensive. It had a Great
Mosque, very finely paved, the houses were built of stone and
a stream of running water flowed through the town.
In 1099 when the Crusaders took possession of the Holy
Land, Tancred received the submission of the town, and they
named it Naples. The Hospitaller Knights built churches and
a royal palace, which was the residence of Queen Melisend
from 1152 to 1161. In the middle of the town was a fortified
tower, remains of which survive today, where the citizens
sought refuge when under attack.
The town was recaptured by Saladin for Islam in 1187.
Great damage was inflicted on the town by the effects of an
earthquake in 1202. 12 Yet Crusader buildings remained suffi-
ciently intact to allow the conversion of churches into
mosques (Jamie al-Kadir, Jami ' en-naser) . A hospital built
28
A Vaulted Street in the Old City of Nablus.
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by the Crusaders continued to be used as such. There is a
possibility that these building were built on earlier settle-
ments.
The town was again sacked in 12 60, this time by invad-
ing Mongols. The period of Mamluk (1260 - 1516) was a
prosperous one. Local produce was exploited in the manufac-
ture of cotton goods, sweets and soap. Today cotton goods
are no longer manufactured, but Nablus is renowned for its
sweets and most of all for its soap made with pure olive oil.
Several buildings survive from the Mamluk period, some at-
tested by foundation inscriptions that are still in place.
These structures include Jamie al-Khadra (the Green Mosque,
which may be a converted Crusader building) , the tomb of
sheikh Badr, and the Baydari Hammam (Bath)
.
Following the arrival of Ottoman power in Palestine in
1517, Nablus became capital of a district (sanjak) under the
control of a local governor in the province of Damascus. As
the power of local governors increased they came to build
palaces for themselves and their families. Prominent among
these are the palaces of the 'Abd al-Hadi, Hashim, Nimr and
Tuqan families, described by nineteenth century travellers as
"fortresses with iron gates ... to be compared to the medie-
val family palaces in Italian cities." Many of the religious
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buildings in Nablus also date from this period, as do the
soap factories, of which there are no fewer than thirty by
1882. All are built of stone with vaulted roofs, for at this
time timber was very scarce in Palestine.
On July 1927 the town suffered a major earthquake.
Much of the consequent damage to buildings was never repaired
and the ruinous condition of many of them may well have
encouraged the inhabitants to move outside the old city to
build their new houses.
As a result of the First World War, the town came under
the British mandate in 1918, and in 1950 it was annexed by
Jordan. Today, the city is under the rule of the Israeli
Military Governor.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT IN NABLUS
There are four clear stages in the development of the
built environment in Nablus: 13
First stage - the Old City until the beginning of the 20th
Century. This was a crowded and compact Mediterranean city.
The streets were very narrow and entrance to the city was
only possible through nine gates opening to various direc-
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tions.-'-'* (see Figure 3.5)- There was no physical growth.
Second stage - the beginning of the exodus from the Old City.
The first structures outside the city were public buildings
built by foreigners - Europeans and Turkish, whose cultural
background differs from that of the local population.
Third stage - breaking away from the Old City. The British
rule brought about a surge of construction - mainly residen-
tial but also commercial - in all directions.
Fourth stage - rapid urban growth along the main traffic
routes. This phenomena which began in the forties, is mainly
typical of the post World War II period, and especially of
the last ten years.
In accordance with historical development, one can note
four construction centers in the city in terms of building
concentration expansion models. 13
The Old City
Highly concentrated area outside the Old City
Regional areas of medium or low concentration
Linear construction along main traffic routes
32
Monumental Staircase in a house in the old city of Nablus,
1987
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CHAPTER 3
URBAN VISUAL ANALYSIS OF NABLUS
"Nablus is the most beautiful, perhaps it might be said
the only very beautiful, spot in Central Palestine"
- Arthur P. Stanley -
Sinai & Palestine, 1986
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URBAN VISUAL ANALYSIS OF NABLUS
Nablus, has a distinctive and rich architecture that
may be described as an indigenous type of architecture. "Be
it the very humble architecture of a house, or the very
sophisticated and ornate architecture of some mosques, the
architecture is, just the same, a direct derivation from many
compelling local, indigenous factors: climate, structural
limitations, sociology, building materials and local tradi-
tions."-'- Nablus, has a dynamic reason explaining why it is
in this location. It possesses a definite anatomy. It has a
clear-cut urban form. It has a distinct, overall structure
and it has a distinct personality in relation to the regional
Sketch map of the situation of Nablus
Source : Sinai and Palestine, Arthur, Stanley, 19E
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landscape it occupies. It has definition and boundary, and
answers to very significant and distinct social, ethnic,
racial, and religious patterns.
GENERAL VIEW :
To describe the comprehensive view of Nablus, one
should be at the summit of either Mount Gerizim, in the south
of the city, or Mount Ebal, in the north of the city. From
there, the most favorite sectors of Nablus can be seen.
These sectors belong to different periods of time, and thus,
visually they are clearly noticeable from each other. The
closer portion of the city is modern, the middle part is the
valley, where the Old City of "Nablus" is located.
East part of Nablus and Mount Ebal
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The panorama of Nablus boasts that it reigns amidst the
two mountains of Gerizim and Ebal, and amidst hundreds of
orange and palm trees. Among these trees, the most striking
elements are bluish turquoise domes and minarets of the
historic mosques. They constitute noticeable differences and
perceptually they are important. Such domes and minarets
catch the eye of the beholder at first sight.
West part of Nablus and Mount Ebal
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Further, far from Gerizim Mountain, stone domes and
minarets of different Islamic periods are apparent. Visual-
ly, the color and shape of such architectural elements are
noticeable on the horizon and against the blue sky as a
background.
Copyright by Underwood A Underwood, N. Y.
Nablus and Mount Ebal
Source : The real Palestine of today, Lewis, Leary, 1911
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Winding streets, old city
of Nablus
Carl Ritter, who visited Nablus in 1866 wrote, "The view
from Gerizim is very extensive, and is of an entirely differ-
ent character from that presented in the neighborhood of
Jerusalem : all here is fresher and greener . .
.
, the valleys
are attractive and fertile and assume the form of plains and
basins. "-'
Frank G. Carpenter, who was on Mount Gerizim, in 1929
said, "I am now living in my tent outside this old town of
Shecheme. My camp faces Ebal, and above me is Gerizim, ...
The country is in the shape of a great amphitheater of which
the hills form the walls, these hills are, it is said a
natural sounding board, so that one can talk on one mountain
and be heard on the other ..."'*
Another traveler who visited Nablus was H.B. Tristram,
from the roof of the mausoleum on summit Gerizim he gave the
following description, "On our right we could trace the trans-
Jordanic range from the sea of Galilee, Bashan, Ajlun, Gi-
lead, down to Moab, on the left, the Mediterranean formed the
horizon from Carmel perhaps to Gaza; while Joppa and Caesarea
could be distinctly recognized . . . All Central Palestine
could be taken in at a glance, and the lesson of geography
could not easily be forgotten." 5 (see Figure 3.1)
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Figure 3 .
1
Source : Biblical Geography and History, Charles, Kent, 1911
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Moving down towards the valley, the old quarters have
large areas of mixed use, creating a quality which reminds
one of the glorious past of the city. These quarters are
crowded and packed with historic monuments and structures.
Their narrow streets and alleys are congested with people.
The historic areas display, to a marked degree, a quality of
urban "atmosphere". the bazaars of various professions, the
squares, as well as the crowded, old residential quarters of
this city possess far more "soul", more atmosphere than
brand-new, engineer-contractor feats of city agglomeration
one may witness today, (see Figure 3.5)
A historic quarter, old city of Nablus
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In Nablus, the historic quarters are still the most
charming parts. These quarters, have visual and sensuous
impacts and pedestrian scale.
In a general view, the historic quarters look like
sculpture with many jewels consisting of the wondrous
mosques, arcades, domes, and minarets, Sahat-el-Manarah
"the Minaren Square" - the greatest urban space in front of
en-Naser - "the victory" - mosque, and also the bazaars
through the length of the city.
1
En-Naser Mosque dominates the silhouette of Nablus
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"By virtue of size location and distinctive
architectural form, the mosque dominates the
silhouette of the Arab town. Around the mosque are
assembled the residential (usually very crowded)
,
commercial and artisans quarters. The internal
road system, designed primarily for pedestrian and
animal purposes, did not conform to any pre-set
geometric pattern but grew, in stages, forming out
and ramifying very often into specialized
commercial and artisan streets; often the second
story of the city, when it existed, would be
residential. Entrances to the houses, frequently
courtyard houses, took off from the narrow
streets. ...All over the Arab world cities exist
possessing these basic and unmistakable character-
istics : a skyline dominated by domes and minarets;
a wall or vestiges of a wall; the horizontal exten-
sion of the city - unless it was on hill." 6
Looking at the old city from the air, one is impressed
by its almost lace-like cellular form. For the historic
house is typified by its interior courtyard where, frequent-
ly, a fountain is placed and some trees, flowers and creepers
planted. This provides shelter and a central private meeting
place for the family. Looking at the city from ground level,
it is generally not flat, punctuated, here and there, by the
needle of the minaret and the hemisphere of the dome of the
mosque. From the courtyard, one can see the blue sky - the
blue that contrasts with what was often a drab brown environ-
ment. Internally, the city is busy : artisans at work;
shoppers and visitors frantically occupied in merchandising;
and "lazy" people filling the cafe houses - the "kahwa".
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Women are at home, in the many rooms of the house, or in the
courtyard "housh".
William M. Thomson, visited Nablus in 1882, and wan-
dered through its streets:
"This morning I spent wandering through the
streets and markets of Nablus. The houses of the
city are solidly built of stone, having the same
sort of courts, gates, doors, windows, and roofs as
those at Jerusalem. ... In this respect, I remember
no place with which to compare Nablus except Brusa
(Brusa?) , and like that city, it has the mulberry,
the orange, the pomegranate, and other trees grow-
ing amongst the houses, and wreathed and festooned
with rose-bushes and grape-vine, the fragrance of
whose blossoms loads the air with delicious perfume
during the months of April and May. There the
bulbul (bird) delights to sing, and hundreds of
other birds unite to swell the chorus. the people
of Nablus maintain that there is the most musical
valley in Palestine nor am I disposed to contradict
them." 8
"Nablus, is the most beautiful, perhaps it might be
said the only very beautiful, spot in Central
Palestine." 9
"Sahat-el-Manarah" - the Minaret square, is still the
focal point of the historic city. It is strong because of
its historic surroundings, of religious, administrative and
commercial buildings ("Jamie en-Naser", the Victory Mosque -
to the west, - The Ottoman Government House "Dar Al-Hukoma",
to the south, - The New bazaar "Khan Al-Jadid" to the east,
the main bazaar "Khan-el-Kadim" to the north, beside en-Naser
commercial street to the south.) Creating with the old areas
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The Minaret Tower, and En-Naser Mosque
a kind of micro-city full of subtle variations and architec-
tural surprises. Sahat-el-Manarah with its Minaret remains
the focal landmark in the city, (see Figure 3.3)
Tristan, was in Nablus in 1866, he gave the following
description of the city:
"Nablus is by far the best town we had seen since
we left Beyrout, and its houses are, as a rule,
superior to those of Jerusalem. The streets are
cleaner, and often a little millstream of purest
water ripples down the cellars, quite dark, vaulted
and narrow; and so low, that the passengers can
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The Minaret Square and the Minaret Tower
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scarcely stand upright, except in the center of
them. No windows can be seen - only the little low
doors, all carefully fastened. Yet there is an
incongruous but valuable importation here from the
West. 10
Concentrated on the bazaars of Nablus are all activi-
ties of an economic, handicraft - industrial, and commercial
nature; these are divided into sectors - Suq el-Bassal - Suq
el- Haddaden ...etc. according to various occupations. The
bazaars are a legacy of the classical Arab world which,
closely bound up with the economic activities, are of two
types of structures. One is set aside for storing of goods
to be sold later, the other is for merchandise in transit,
and it is usually stored in the caravanserais.
"Nablus," writes Mukaddasi, "lies among the mountains.
It abounds in olive-trees, and they even name it the 'Little
Damascus'... Its market-place extends from gate to gate, and
a second market goes to the center of the town." 12
Carl Ritter, who visited Nablus in 1866 wrote "The
extensive bazaars of the city show even now the magnitude of
trade between Damascus and the places on the coast." 13
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Al-Sultan bazaar after renovation
"Al-Sultan bazaar has two gates on both ends, which
are closed at night. The length of the bazaar from
one gate to the other is about one mile. This
bazaar, consists of three hundred and seventy shops
on both sides, and of the street well planned and
organized. Even though silk is not available in
'Al-Sultan' bazaar, anything else can be found
there. In the middle of this bazaar there are one
hundred shops on both sides of a cross-vaulted
alley. To the north of the latter there is a great
khan (known as Wakalah)
, looks like a citadel, in
which there are one hundred and fifty, side to
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side, rooms. In the middle of this 'khan 1 , there
is a mosque with a leaded dome." 14
"The modern town is narrow and long in shape,
following the formation of the ground, the houses
are of stone, many of them large and well-built. A
new street down the center of the town was opened
in 1875, and is a considerable improvement. The
bazaars are fairly good, and the place is a market
for wool and cotton of surrounding districts." 15
In 1879 Conder said, " The town is well built,
containing several fine houses and a good bazaar." 15
"The shops were well stacked, and busy with buyers
and sellers. There were small arcades especially
devoted to the sale of tobacco - others were filled
with the refreshing odor of lemons, oranges, and
citrus. The bazaar for vegetables and prepared
food were rather difficult to pass through. They
were thronged with Turkish soldiers from the pa-
sha's camp, who were seeking their mid-day rations.
Some of them were carrying large metal dished,
containing a medley of chopped vegetables; or deep
earthen-ware plates, filled with peas- pudding
garnished with slices of lemon floating in oil.
Others hurried through the crowd with bowls of
steaming soup before them, which very effectually
cleared the way. There seemed to be no friendly
feeling between the soldiers and the town-people.
Angry voices and loud cries surrounded us, and in
several cases blows were exchanged before a bargain
was settled.
"The long, narrow bazaar, where dried fruits',
olives, rice, butter, and cheese are sold, led us
to the entrance of an important mosque, the exteri-
or of which is rich in relics of Christian art of
the twelfth century. After pausing before it for a
few minutes, we made our way down a street almost
blocked up by camels, and thence passed into the
principal bazaar, the finest arcade in Palestine.
Here European goods are displayed, such as Manches-
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ter prints, Sheffield cutlery, beads, and French
bijouterie, very small mirrors, Bohemian glass
bottles for nargilehs, Swiss head-kerchiefs, in
imitation of the Constantinople mundils, crockery-
ware, and china coffee-cups. But the brightest
shops are those in which Damascus an Aleppo silks,
and embroidered jackets and tarbushes from Stam-
boul, appear, with stores of Turkish pipes, amber
rosaries, and bracelets from Hebron. On the low
shop-counters the turbaned salesmen squat in the
midst of the gay wares, and they smoke and gossip,
stroke their beards, and finger their rosaries from
early in the morning until sunset." 16
In the present time the path system in the bazaars is
vivid by itself, but tricycles for delivery, automobiles, and
set-backs in the narrow alleys as well as formless modern
buildings make it visually confusing and physically uncom-
fortable. There are signs of all kinds on the shops. The
alleys are narrow, pot-holed and stinking; they wind impossi-
bly and defy the markers of street plans. Fortunately,
materials in the structures contribute to a sense of place,
compatibility, and cohesiveness.
In general there is the hustle and bustle in the "suqs"
and "bazaar", an air of informality and the feeling of inte-
gration between man and the city. Then there is the color
and geometry of the building making up the city. There is
the "muezzin's" call to prayer and the praying faithful in
the mosque. There are the informal cafes and the Arabic
smell of foods mixing with the medley of noise that pervades
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the historic city. There is mystery in the "Zawareeb"-
winding alleys -, "jada" - neighborhood - , and "Z'aas"
alley - that barely separate the living quarters one from
the other. There is a fountain and a bit of green in the
courtyard - the "haush"- of the house and the "mashrabiah" -
bow window - of the house that overlooks the street.
THE CITY QUARTERS
The Old City is divided into seven quarters, which are
called "Mahelat" or "Harat" by the local people, (see Figures
3.4 & 3.5)
1. Haret el Hableh, or "Division of the Terrace" on
the north-east.
2. Haret el Yasmineh, on the south-west, named after
the mosque "Jamie el-Yasmineh"
.
3. Haret el Karyun on the south-east of el Yasmineh,
named after the spring, "Ain el Kayyun", and
between el Karyun and el Yasmineh lies "Dal el-
Hokuma" the Governor's House or (es Serai)
4. Haret el keisariyeh, in the southeast corner of
the old city.
5. Haret el Sumarah, in the south-west corner
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6. Haret el Ghareb, on the west.
7. Haret el Hanabilieh, near Haret el Ghareb.
WATER SUPPLY
The water supply is extremely abundant, including the
following springs (see Figure 3.5):
1. "Ain el Asl" (Spring of Honey) - In the public
garden just south of Hizn Yakub.
2. "Ain el Karyun" - In the town, near Jamie et Tineh.
3. Ain Husein - Near Jamie el Beik.
4. Ain el Jamia - In the great mosgue courtyard
"Jamia el Kebir".
5. Ain el Kas (Spring of the Cup).
6. Ain es Sikr 1 (Spring of the Dam) - West of the
great mosgue.
7. Ain es Sekkayeh - Near the great mosgue on the
east.
8. Ain es Sitt (Spring of the Lady).
9. Ain es Sibat - Near Jamia en Nuser.
10. Ain es Satun - Near Jamie Al-Satun in Haret Al-
Yasmineh
There are also three principal wells:
1. Bir ed Debaghah (Well of Tanning).
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2. Bir et Temanir.
There are also three principal wells:
1. Bir ed Debaghah (Well of Tanning)
2. Bir et Temanir
3. Bir ed Dilab (Well of Plane Trees) - In the east
part of the city
There are also springs and wells outside the town, Ain
Dufna on the east beneath the barracks; Ain el Kusab on the
west, in the valley below the town, amidst the garden; and
the beautiful Ras el Ain on the south, from which many of
others are supplied. By Ain el Kusab there are mills in the
valley.
Water seems to run everywhere, the sound of the streams
below in the valley being audible in late summer. The most
famous spring is Ras el Ain, called also el Merusrusa, or "as
cold as lead", equivalent to icy cold.
When Mr. Lewis Gaston Leary visited Nablus in 1911 he wrote:
"
... where Jerusalem has no natural springs at
all, Nablus boasts of twenty-two never-failing
fountains. There is an elaborate system of irriga-
tion, but at certain seasons of the year there is
such an over-supply of water that it is actually
let run to waste through the city streets, which
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are sometimes dangerous for houses, on account of
the floods rushing over the slippery stones. In
all my travels through Syria and Palestine I remem-
ber only three cities where there was a visible
abundance of water : Damascus, Ba'albek and She-
chem;..." 17
"Here there are no impetous mountain torrents, yet
there is water; water, too in more copious supplies
than anywhere else in the land ... It need hardly
be said that it is from abundant supply of water
that this beauty is derived : twenty-seven springs,
each known by its peculiar name, besides a crowd of
smaller sources, pour their treasures into the
valley, and have thus scured the perennial glory of
its green grassy sward, its olive-groves, its
orchards of fig, and vine, and pomegranate. ii 18
"Falastin (Palestine) is watered by the rains
the dew, its trees and its ploughed lands do
need artificial irrigation, and it is only
Nablus that you find the running waters applied
this purpose." 19
and
not
in
to
Ain (spring) el-Kadir
Source : Personal communication, 5th Year students,
Dept of Architecture, An-Nabjah National Universi-
ty, 1987
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MOSQUES :
Among the Muslim Arabs the building in which communal prayer
is performed is called "masgid" or "Jame". From the Arabic
pronunciation of this word -masgid- the name Mosque is
supposed to be derived. In practice a mosque is not merely a
place for prayer, but also for listening to the Koran, to
sermons, and to addresses. There is also "Masgid-El-Juma" -
Friday Mosque - in which official announcements are made, and
in which the Friday service is conducted. 20 (see Figure 3.5)
The Great Mosque "Jamie el Kebir" or "Al-Salahie"
The largest mosque, and an ancient church. It stands in the
eastern part of the city, at the junction of two streets -
Al-Naser street and Khan-Al-Sultan (main bazaar) - where is a
fine Gothic portal belonging to the surrounding enclosure and
facing east. This gateway is painted red, blue, and white,
and it consists of five arches within each other, but because
of the earthquake in 1927 most of this gateway was destroyed.
The church within is probably one of those erected by
Justinian in the sixth century. It was rebuilt by the crusad-
ers in the year 1167, then, it was changed to a mosque by
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Saladin. 14
(iATtWAY OF "iOSQUE. NA8LUS
Source : The survey of Western Palestine
Inside the town is the "Jamie el-Kebir", which is thus
described by Major Wilson, R.E., in 1866:
"The interior is irregular, and shows several
additions and rebuilding; the western portion seems
to be a remnant of the old basilica, as all the
columns except one at that end have Corinthian
capitals of perhaps a little earlier date than the
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one found in the church on Gerizim; the columns are
of marble and serpentine; one capital has long
lotus shaped leaves which gives it an Egyptian
look. The eastern portion of the mosque is irregu-
lar in shape, and in addition to the piers there
are several columns without capital, and some small
columns with capitals of a later date; at the
eastern end is a handsome gateway built by the
Crusaders, which seems to have opened into a court-
yard surrounding the church; it is now closed,
except a small opening in the middle. Over the
present entrance to the mosque facing the street
(on the north) , but half-covered with mortar, is
the old lintel of the basilica; there are numbers
of stones with marginal drafts built into the walls
of the mosque; the Corinthian capitals in the
Turkish bath close by are the same age as those in
the mosque."
The mosque was visited by Lieutenant Conder, R.E., in 1881:
"It has two small courtyards, one leading from the
Gothic portal on the east, and in this is a tank
fed by a spring; the other narrow and long, also
with a tank leading from the street on the north.
There are three bays of the old basilica on the
west, the pillars about 2 feet in diameter, and 20
feet from center to center. The capitals on five
of the shafts resemble those of the basilica at
Bethlehem; the sixth has long narrow lotus leaves
and no volutes. These capitals have been painted
red and green. Further east is a capital with
drilled work; like the Byzantine work of the sixth
or seventh century. The eastern portion would seem
to have been rebuilt by the Crusaders, who found
the basilica in ruins. The old shafts have been
arranged in clusters of two, some without capitals.
In one case a double marble capital cut out of one
block, with details of Gothic character, has been
placed above two shafts standing close together
north and south. The rough white-washed piers
probably conceal similar double pillars in other
cases. The apses have been destroyed, and an open
entrance is thus obtained from the east court and
the Gothic gateway. This east gateway to the
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court is now painted in various colors, the columns
being ornamented with bands of white, blue, and
red. Four cluster columns each side, the slender
dimensions, support the pointed archway." 21
Jamie en Naser - (the "Mosque of Victory", in memory of the
victory of Omar Ibn Khatab) . Near the center of the city,
north en Naser street "the second main bazaar of the city",
this mosque is an ancient Byzantine Church, was rebuilt in
the second century. In 1927 most parts of it were destroyed
because of an earthquake. In 1935 the mosque was rebuilt
again by the Muslims 1 highest council. Shops were built in
its place, and a new mosque was built above the shops.
"Jamie en Naser" - is the most beautiful mosque in the city,
and the most dominant landmark in the area with its minaret
and dome higher than any other building in the surrounding
environment.
"This mosque is an ancient church with three
aisles, regularly oriented and in a good state of
preservation. The whole of the interior is covered
with a thick coating of mortar, which prevent the
dressing of the stones from being seen, and fills
up all the architectural details. The present
entrance is by the central apse, where the Arabs
have made a new door which opens to the street, and
from which you go down into the mosque by a flight
of six steps. The arches are painted. The walls
of the aisles are each pierced with five narrow
windows with wide reveals. ... The middle aisle,
which is higher than the side aisles, is separated
from them by two rows of square pillars and of
columns surmounted by capitals of the Doric style.
The columns C, D, E, F (see plan), are of red
granite, and are in two pieces. Under the columns
E, F, (see plan), are circular discs, one of
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a - The Great Mosque
b - En-Naser Mosque
En-Naser Mosque - The Most dominant landmark in the
old city of Nablus.
ordinary stone, the other of marble. A moulded
string - course runs completely round the inside of
the building on a level with the spring of the
higher arches. The primitive door was on the west
side. On the flags that cover the ground I noticed
in several places the medieval tool marks, as also
on the steps of a staircase leading to a high
gallery set up to meet the requirements of Mussul-
man worship in the north aisle. The church in its
final form must have been built by the Crusaders,
but the depth of the Central apse, as well as the
character of certain features, would incline me to
the belief that they erected it on the ruins of an
ancient Byzantine church, and were guided by its
previous arrangement
(see Appendix 3)
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Jamie el Beik:
Also called Jamie el Ain. It lies in the middle of the
city in Haretel-Karyun. It is named after the Beiks of the
Tagan family, whose palace is near it. This mosque was built
1158 (Muslim Calender) by Ibrahim Toquah.
Jamie el Yasmineh :
North of Jamie el Beik in Haret el-Yasmineh
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Jamie Hizn Sidna Yakub (also called el khadrah)
A small building in Haret el Yasmineh - near Ain el
Asl, immediately outside the city on the Southwest. It was a
chapel, traditionally the site of Jacob's mourning when the
coat of Joseph was brought him. "At the entrance, stones
with ogive bays with moulded archivolts. The arch of the
mihrab is adorned with handsome carvings. There is an Arabic
inscription in so - called Carmathic characters. To the
right of the great chamber where the mihrab is they show a
small room where Jacob wept for the loss of Joseph, whence
the name of the sanctuary, 'The Sadness of our Lord Jacob'."
The Samaritans say, that there was a church that be-
longed to them in the mosque place, then this church was
destroyed by Muslims during Al-Mutasim period, and a mosque
was built in its place. When the Crusaders came they de-
stroyed the mosque and built a church on its place. Finally,
the church was destroyed again and a mosque was built on its
place by Sultan Qalawoon (1279 - 1290)
.
Jamie et Tineh :
In Haret el-Karyun, south of Jamie en Naser. The
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a - Al-Tineh Mosque
b - Al-Kharah Mosque
mosque and its "minbar" was rebuilt in 1310 (Muslim calend
er).
Jamie Al Unbia:
Source
1925.
Palestine and das ostJordan land, Press, Ludwig,
Called also Jamie Oulad Ya'kub el Asherah. A modern
mosque, in the north-east corner of the city in Haret el-
Habaleh, near the railway station, opposite Buwab el Unbia
("the gateway of prophets")
. The mosque is marking the spot,
according to Mussulman legend, where the ten sons of Jacob
are buried. This mosque, is apparently quite modern, and
small, with two chambers, and a court on the north-east. The
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northern chamber contains a large cenotaph. In the courtyard
are some small marble - pillar - shafts, one with an Arab
inscription containing the name of Caliph Omar and the date 6
22 A.H. (M.C. - thirteenth century)
Jamie el Hanbaleh :
called also el-Jamie el-Garbi, because it was in the west
part of the city. This mosgue is north-west of Jamie en
Naser. It was rebuilt in 1330 A.H. (Muslim calender)
Jamie Al-Satun :
In Hart Al-Yasmineh near Ain Al-Satun
Jamie el Masakin (The Lepers' Mosgue):
It is in Haret el-Habaleh, near Jamie Al-Unbia. It is
in an ancient structure with large arches seemingly medieval.
A vault about 25 feet wide north and south, and with walls 12
feet in all, the roof and all the walls but that on the east
remaining almost perfect. On the east the building is broken
down, and appears to have extended further. The roof is
groined, with pointed arches. Many stones in the walls have
rustic bosses. The building looks like a crusading struc-
ture; the lepers' houses are built in and around it. This
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possibly was the site of the hospital of the Templars.
PUBLIC BATHS fhAMMAMSI :
There are at Nablus a great number of baths, several of
them of ancient construction. Of the many hammams of Nablus
only eight are listed by many visitors to the city who gave
the following list of baths (see Figure 3.5):
Hammam es Summarah:
It is in the southern part of Haret Al-Yasmineh, near
the road to Ras el-Ain. It was built in the Islamic period.
"The Turkish period".
Hammam el Kadhv:
It is in the middle of Haret Al-Yeasmineh, near the Old
Rawddah School. It was built by a judge "kadhy" from "Al-
Khamash" family as a gift to his wife, and from there it got
its name. Most probably it was built in the Turkish period.
Hammam el Jedideh:
It is to the south of Jamie 1 el-Beik, in Haret el-
Karyun. It was built in 1532 A.D., and it belongs to the
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Tuqan family.
Hamman el-Resheh:
It is in Saret el-Manarah "the minaret square", to the
south of en Naser street, in the distance between Jamie en-
Naser and Jamie' en-Kiber. It was built at the end of the
8th Century (M.C.), or the beginning of the 9th Century
(M.C.) It belongs to en-Nimr family.
Hammam el Beidara:
It is in the same location as Hammam el-Resheh, but it
is to the north of en-Naser street. The inscriptions on the
bath and its columns indicates that it belongs to the Roman
period.
Hammam ed Dereieh:
It is behind "Jamie 1 el-Kiber" from the south, in Haret
el-Kesarriyeh. The foundations of the bath are pre-Islamic,
while the bath itself is Islamic and it belonto the Makluk
period (709 - 741 A.H. (M.C.)). It was maintained during the
Ottoman period.
Hammam et Temimv:
It is at the end of Khan el-Sultan - the main bazaar -
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from the east. It belongs to the Ottoman period. It was
built at the same time with el-Sultan bazaar. It belongs to
Al-Temimy family.
Hammam el Khalil
:
It is to the east of Jamie 1 el-Kebir in Haret el-
Hableh. It belongs to the Roman period. It was rebuilt
during the Islamic period.
Public baths are institutions for the promotion of health and
cleanliness. 2213 The location of the baths (hammams) was
carefully considered. To suit the needs of the population,
one was placed near Jamie el Beikm, one in the center of
commercial district, and another between Jamie en Naser and
Jamie el Kebir. A bath was both a complex structure and an
expensive enterprise, so it is not surprising to find that
most of the baths, were built by governors and wealthy fami-
lies. The regular visit to the baths was one of the city's
most typical national habits (hamman el Balad) . Two kinds of
hammans developed : the Thermal Bath, and the Public Bath.
Architecturally, the two types are similar. The order of
rooms is the same, although the thermal baths differ in that
they have a pool in the center of the last room. Single
baths were the only type in the city. Single baths were
reserved for three days a week for women only. Double baths,
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were separated for women and men, and so allowed women to
visit the baths at any time during the day are not found in
the city. Not much attention was given to the exteriors of
the hammams as to mosques. Many city hammams are not even
detached buildings. Tucked away between houses, they are
only recognizable by their entrance. Detached hammams have
no windows, their interiors being lit by means of glass
"eyes" inserted in the dome.
The use of various rooms
"The entrance hall was used for receiving clients,
for changing, and was the largest room in the
building. It equaled the size of the whole site,
and could consist of one or more inter-connecting
rooms. Along the walls were slightly raised (5 to
8 feet) board balconies, covered with mats and
carpets, where clients could rest after their baths
and acclimatize themselves to the cooler atmos-
phere. . "23
The Tepidarium
"The second room, the tepidarium, was moderately
heated so that the visitor could get used to the
heat. In accordance with Islamic beliefs, toilets
and depilatory were to be found off this intermedi-
ate room. 23
"The third room was the hot-room. It was a domed
octagonal hall, around which were open recesses
containing water basis. Along the walls were low
marble benches. A stone table of the same height
served as a massage table. Immediately behind the
hot-room was the boiler-room." 23
The heating system in the Turkish Bath
Source : Ottoman Architecture, Ulya, Vogt-Goknil, 19 6 6
The Heating Arrangements
"The boiler-room was the rear of the building. The
intermediate and hot-rooms were heated by hot air which
circulated under the floor's stone tiles. The fireplace
in the boiler-room was at a lower level than the floors
of the other rooms. The fire heated water in a huge
kettle and steam was distributed to the other rooms by
means of channels. The temperature of the hottest room
fluctuated between 86°F and 104°F but in private cubi-
cles next to the boiler room it was much hotter." 23
Hammam el Jedideh:
El-Jedideh hammam has remained the largest and most
important hammam in the city. It is the only one that is
still functioning today after some hundreds of years of
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The roof of "Hammam" el-Jedideh
continuous use. It has inscriptions on its entrance. For
the practical purpose of saving and keeping heat, "el Jedi-
deh", like most hammams is surrounded by building and is
hardly visible from the outside, as was also customary, the
facade was kept plain.
The hammam has a single entrance, at the end of a long
corridor, to the south of "en-Naser" street, south "Jamie el
Beik". The entrance leads indirectly to the hammam both to
provide privacy and to avoid drafts. This entrance leads
into a large square room with three raised iwans, an octago-
nal pool in the center, and a high raised dome with two
skylights, all typical and necessary elements of the room
known as the "mashlah" or changing room. There the bather
disrobes leaving his clothes in drawers provided, and there
also he rests after the bath on the couches along the walls
of the iwan. This is the only area of the hammam that is
free of heat and steam, so whatever furniture is needed has
to be kept there.
From the "mashlah" one proceeds to the actual bathing
area. In all three areas - cold, warm and hot - steam and
heat must be controlled, so every effort is made to avoid
drafts; hence there are no windows in the bath. Light is
provided by small glass openings studding the domes, which
allow a small amount of light to filter through.
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The cold room (A) (see Figure 3.7) known as the "Wasta-
ni Barrani" (outer central) , is the first room, to the
right, of the bath proper and acts as a transition between
the cold mashlah and the heated area. The warm room (B)
known as the "Wastani Juwwani" (inner-central)
, is the room
where beauty treatments take place. This area consists of
one room, known as "maqsurah", opening off from it.
Figure 3.7
Plan of Hammam el-Jedideh
A - The gold room
B - The warm room
C - The hot room
D - Summer, changing room
E - Entry
Source : Personal Communication, 5th Year students, Dept of
Architecture, An-Najah National University, Nablus, 1987
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The hot room (C) known as the "Juwwani Hararah"
(Inner-heat) is where the actual bathing takes place. The
clients sit on built-in benches until they perspire, and then
they wash. Here again the central area has one room only.
From the inscriptions on the main entrance we see that
hammam el Jedideh was built in 1532 A.D., and it belongs to
the Tugan family.
KHANS :
In Nablus, guest - houses were available for every
class of people. The buildings erected to afford a night's
lodging to travelers, merchants and postal convoys are called
"khans" or "wakalahs". (see Figure 3.5)
"In the khans the traveling merchant would attend
to the safety of his goods and wares, to repairs of
his vehicles and the needs of his camels and
horses, do his buying and selling, perform his
ablutions and devotions and a day or so later,
pursue his journey. In the time of war these
buildings were also used for storing food and
ammunitions. These were the requirements which the
architect's plans were devised to meet." 24
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Wakalalet el Gharb :
Called also Al-Farokheyeh, after Farokh Ibn Abdullah
who built it in 1620 A.C. It is in the west part of Khan al
Jujar, to the south near Bab el Gharb "The West Gate." 25
This complex opens through a monumental portal, into an open
court with two-story arches behind which are rooms; the lower
level is occupied by shops and store rooms, and the upper by
living rooms. Each room can be reached from open arcaded
galleries set around the rectangular courtyard. These rooms
are brightly lit and equipped with hearths and shelves.
In the center of the courtyard was a large fountain
used for washing before prayer (as in mosque courtyards)
.
The direction of Mecca was indicated by a simple stone. Old
people say that there was a small one-roomed mosque in the
courtyard. In 1927 most parts of the khan were destroyed as
a result of the earthquake.
"In the larger khans, however, the gateway leads
into an open courtyard. Around this are arched and
vaulted storerooms for baggage, hay and oats,
separate private rooms with hearth, dormitories,
bathroom and lavatory, as well as the gateway rooms
for the innkeeper and janitor, a coffee-room,
repair-shops for the vehicles, a smithy, and
stables for the animals. In hot regions a stairway
also leads up from one side of the courtyard to the
flat roof for the evening assembly." 26
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Wakalelet el Gharb (Al-Farokheyeh)
Source : Palestina and das ostjordanland, Press,
Ludwig, 1925
8 4
Khan Tuiar :
It is in the center of "Al-Sultan" bazaar to the north.
The best description for this khan was given by Miss Rogers
who was a resident of Nablus for some years in the 1880 's:
"An opening in the middle of this arcade leads us
into an extensive khan, well-planned, but so out of
repair as to be almost useless. It is an uncovered
square space, enclosed by a two-storied range of
buildings. The ground floor is well adapted for
lodging camels and other beasts of burden, but the
upper chambers are so dilapidated that they afford
but little shelter. We mounted a broken stone
stairway, and with difficulty reached the terraced
roof, which commands a good view of the town." 27
AL-ZAWAYAH "MAUSOLEUM"
These buildings were constructed to house sufis, mainly
Derwishes or other mystics. Such monuments, have filled
specific needs and are an important aspect of the townscape,
in modern time, mausolea have become chief national monuments
to the memory of the founder. 2613 People, still visit these
monuments from time to time, pray to God and light candle,
(see Figure 3.6)
Beshr el Haffi:
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In Haret el Hableh west of Jamie el Unbia. A large
room with a mausoleum inside. People say that, el Haffi was
buried there, while historians say that el Haffi was buried
in Bagdad in the year 227 A.H. (M.C.)
Derwishiveh :
A small mosque near Jamie et Tineh, in Haret el Karyun.
In this area there are the tombs of "Darwish Murad" and his
brother "Sheikh Ahmed". Today Al-Bustami fmaily is taking
care of this Zaweyah.
Sheikh Badran :
It is in the center of the town, north of the Seraia
(the Governor's house). The mausoleum of Sheikh Badran is to
the west of el Saraia, near the school named after him.
Recently this school was changed into shops. Sheikh Badran
lived in the seventeenth century.
The remaining buildings in the old city include the
Governor's House (es Seraia) in the center of the city, to
the south of Jamie en Naser. Near it, on the south, is the
palace of the Beik "sheikh" of the Tuqan family, which is the
largest building in Nablus, and said to be capable of con-
taining 1,000 soldiers, with a stable for their horses. It
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Views of Al-Nimer Palace
consists of three main courtyards, the entrance courtyard,
the southern courtyard, and the northern courtyard. (see
Appendix 4 for plans section and elevations)
.
Other large houses of Abd el Hadi and Al-Habulsi fami-
lies are to be found in the same quarter (Haret el Yasmineh)
.
Al Nimer palace is another large palace in Haret el Hableh.
Habs ed Dam
FLAW AND KLBVATinw OF HAM KD DAM.
Source : Archaeological Researches in Palestine, C. G. , 1896.
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"The prison or cell of blood" Two pointed arches
arranged at right angles, one open, the other
blocked up. The stones of the arches and the
blocks on the facade have flat bossages, and are
pock-marked, with small delicate tool marks, not
diagonal, round the edges. Above the two arcades
is a twin ogive bay, the two archivolts of which
rest on a small column with capital and base, and
on a cornice which is extended right and left along
the facade. in one of the angles is a small spring
of water. 28
Khan Ezbib :
In the north-east angle of Nablus is a ruin called
Khan Ezbib (The Raisin Mart) . It has on its south
side a fine pointed archway, the keystone and
voussoirs of stones carefully crafted, the bosses
well worked. It looks like crusading work, but has
neither masons' marks nor the distinctive medieval
dressing. The wall is of masonry similar to that
of the arch, perhaps a fine specimen of Arab work.
The Khan has a lofty ogive arch in the middle of a
wall of bossed stones, and exactly resembling in
style at Habs ed Dam."
SOAP MANUFACTURING :
The manufacturing of soap was the chief industry of
Nablus. (see Figure 3.6) The soap was made from the pure
olive oil favored by Muslims, coming mostly from local groves
and being processed with an alkali in a vat, as seen in
Figure 3.8.
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Thomson, who visited Nablus in 1882, wrote:
"There are at least twenty of those factories, so
called, and this number is accounted for by the
fact that the surrounding country abounds in olive-
orchards, which furnish more oil than is needed for
ordinary use, and the ordinary disposition of this
surplus oil is converted into soap. The people of
Nablus carry on considerable trade with the seaport
towns from Jaffa to Beirut, and with the Arab east
of Jordan, not only in soap, but also in grain,
wool, sheep, and oxen." 30
Figure 3.8 Soap Manufacturing - Nablus
Source : Palestinians and their society, Sarah Brown, 1980.
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Lewis Leary visited the city in 1911 and said
"In the town itself there are a number of
manufacturers of olive oil soap. It is the only
place in Palestine where I have been awakened at
five o'clock in the morning by the shrill blast of
a factory whistle." 31
In 1927 there were 24 such factories in Nablus, employ-
ing an average of 5 to 6 workers each. Labor was hired on a
contract basis by a ra'is or supervisor who also controlled
production. The soap industry of Nablus, provided the most
important manufactured export from Palestine in the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries. The soap industry
declined in the 1930 's for two main reasons. First, Egypt,
which had previously provided a market for almost half the
annual production of Nablus soap, followed a world-wide trend
in the recession and raised high tariff barriers against
imported soap to protect its own industries. Second, the
possibility of selling the resulting surplus on the home
market was diminished by the appearance of a competitor in
the form of a large new Jewish-owned soap and oil factory in
Haifa. 32
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The Nablus soap industry was mostly in the hands of the
traditional notable families there - such as al-Masri, al-
Nabulsi, Tugan, Shak'a, and Abd al-Hadi (see Appendix 5 for
plans of Sabanet Abd al-Hadi)
.
One of the ancient soap factories is Masbanet el Ghaz-
zawv - a building of medieval origin made into a soap-works,
as is shown by the name ("the soap-works of the man of
Gaza") . The medieval tool-marks appear on the whole of the
lower part of the door and the part of the arch that sur-
mounts it, which has a moulded torus and rabbeted edges. The
threshold is formed of two stones of the pillars of hewn
stone, with moulded cornices. At the back is an orientated
apse. All the stones display medieval tool-marks. 33
Ancient Masbaneh:
Another soap-works, now the oven of Salim Beik. It has
a door like that of khan ez z'bib. In the (modern) wall
opposite, on the other side of the street, there is a frag-
ment of medieval cornice built in, which extends over several
yards. 33
DECORATION:
Once a building was planned and endowed, the next
important consideration was its decoration. Decoration could
be either simple or complex part of the structure or applied
to it, in monochrome or in polychrome. It was always indica-
tive of the patron's wealth as well as of a desire to beauti-
fy the building. The areas of a monument most apt to be
decorated are, therefore, its most conspicuous parts. 34 On
the outside of the buildings, the minaret (if there is one)
,
portal, and windows are three elements where decoration tends
to be concentrated. Minarets are the landmark of a mosque
(en-Naser Mosque, el-Kiber Mosque, Al-Khadrah) . The mina-
ret's most visible upper part is the most elaborately deco-
rated, whether a cube over a square shaft (Al-Khadrah) or a
cylinder over a round one (Al-Naser) , or a cylinder over an
octagonal one (Al-Unbia) . In the case of square minarets the
upper cube is larger than the shaft, and rests on a decora-
tive "muqarnas" arranged in a continuous band or in corner
motifs or over a band of triangular elements, it is opened by
decorative single or double windows and is topped bya conical
roof over a short shaft. The circular minaret have a side
cylindrical flattened-out muqarnas which in turn carries
another cylindrical unit topped by a conical roof. In some
cases the decoration is evenly distributed on the entire
height of the shaft. 35
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Portals are another common recipient of decoration
(bawabet el-Beik, Abdul Hadi)
.
Most buildings of the old city of Nablus, no matter how
large or small, have some developed unit for an entrance, and
quite often gates are their most elaborate and decorated
element. The mosques, the palaces, the soap factories,
etc. , all have their decorative elements concentrated on
their gateways. The portal through which the monument is
entered becomes the single most ambitious element of those
buildings. In other cases the portal reflects the beauty and
decoration of the interior. As in en-Nimer - Tuqan palaces
or the simplicity and minimal decoration of the building
inside. Rarely does the old city of Nablus have a portalless
decorated than an interior. The gateways were regarded as
the show pieces of the monuments, to which they were attached
and hence received as much decoration as the founder could
afford to commission. (see Appendix 6)
Finally, a third element which was apt to be decorated
are windows. Windows are always topped by a course of jog-
gled stone. The lintel above the windows, or the course of
stone above the lintel is always of joggled stone forming a
decorative pattern of varying complexity. Occasionally a
relieving arch above the lintel of a window, is built of
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Portal with original wooden door, old city of Nablus
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Stone decoration, old city of Nablus
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joggled stone in quite elaborate pattern which is believed to
be of Turkish origin, (see Appendix 6)
Interior Decoration
Inside the mosque, areas most commonly decorated are
the mihrab wall toward which people turn in prayer, the
mihrab itself, and occasionally the floors in the most impor-
tant areas. As is always the case in the old city of Nablus,
and elsewhere in the Muslim world, the mihrab will be identi-
fiable by some sort of decorative feature, as a cushion arch,
or simple columns with capitals, etc. In elaborate interi-
ors, the mihrab is correspondingly the most elaborate ele-
ment. 36
A final interior element that is commonly decorated is
the floor. In the areas of important buildings, where people
pray or perform ablutions, the floors have extensive marble
of tile decoration in organized square patterns even though
the floors of the praying hall are usually covered with
carpets. In the case of a palace the same attention was
paid to the floors, and in some cases to the ceiling.
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Techniques
Decoration in the old city of Nablus falls into two
categories, it is either part of the architecture, or it is
applied to the architecture. 37
Structural decoration is most often to be found on the
outside of a building, and it can be an integral part of the
medium of construction itself. Applied decoration is almost
entirely confined to the interior.
A very different kind of decoration, but one that can
also be considered part of the architecture and is sometimes
used as a decorative motif, is the inscriptions. In most of
the buildings the inscriptions perform a utilitarian function
- they are only there for the message they contain - but in a
few cases, the inscriptions, given a prominent place on the
facade, have a definite decorative function as well. The
inscription between lintels and relieving arches also have a
decorative function. (see Appendix 7) "Many of the Mussulman
houses in Nablus have over their doors long inscriptions
painted in red, nearly all containing the same formula, and
design to inform the passer-by that the owner has performed
the pilgrimage to Mecca." 3 **
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There is current capability of a stone masons to main-
tain and reproduce the stone bearing wall construction and
decoration techniques.
Methods and Materials of Construction
The buildings of Nablus use local limestone almost
exclusively, both inside and outside, for the walls, piers,
and vaults, and in all types of structures. The local white
stone was commonly used to construct modest buildings; com-
mercial buildings - like khans - and functional structures -
like Ains "fountains". 39
Well-cut and sometimes well-dressed stone is a medium
of construction that provides an air of solidity, sobriety,
and grandeur to a building. We can see this in the facade of
"Tugan" or en-Nimer palaces, the entrance to Jamie-el Kebir.
When it follows the lines of the architecture, carefully
executed masonry can make even the functional elements of a
building look powerful and impressive, as it does in some of
the stone domes of the city, and the gates of the palaces.
Stone was also used for decorative motifs on walls, arches,
and openings. Visual effects were also produced by a mixture
of stones on facades, and around openings, (see Appendix 6 &
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Buttresses in the old city of Nablus
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SUPPORTS:
Columns, mainly of reused granite or stone with either
reused classical or contemporary capitals, are occasionally
found as supports, but the instances are rare; columnar
buildings were not common in Nablus, and when they were used,
it was only in mosques, Jamie en-Naser has eight reused
classical columns, with capitals of Doric style, dividing the
prayer hall into a three-aisled area. Piers are another kind
of support not commonly used, and then only in mosques.
Columns and piers are probably encountered in the prayer
halls of mosques because they provide a support for the roof
that leaves space for large gatherings and they lend a sense
of unity to large areas.
The most common support was either a plain, simple
wall, or a wall pierced by arches and bays. Since most of
the buildings involved are already small and are broken up
into a series of smaller areas, the wall was the most appro-
priate choice, since it could act as both divider and sup-
porter. The choice of support for buildings is also directly
related to the super structure the supports have to carry.
Vaults and domes usually require walls.
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Vaults and cross vaults are the main supporting system in the
old city of Nablus.
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SUPER STRUCTURE
Vaulting and domed structures commonly cover square and
rectangular areas. Occasionally, they are simple barrel
vaults, especially in khans and corridors, but the simple
cross-vaults cover the bays created by pillars in prayer
halls, the galleries around courtyards, entrance bays, square
and rectangular rooms, the series of rooms in khans - in
short, practically every area in need of roofing.
In typical "Nablus" vaulting the lines of the cross-
vault have a concave groove which starts from the corner of
the wall "rukba" or arch and widens toward the center, the
four grooves usually meet in a central concave rosette - the
concave rosette is also encountered as a decorative motif in
the ceiling of some buildings. 40
In addition to vaulting, domes in a great variety of
sizes and shapes were a common means of roofing. The areas
covered by domes are invariable the most important, conspicu-
ous, and sacred parts of a building. All tomb chambers, for
instance, are domed, so are most areas in front of the mih-
rab. Some of those domes are extremely well built, and very
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logical in their arrangement, others are awkward in both
conception and execution. 41
Today, people prefer to use flat roofs for economic and
time factors, and because they like to keep with the modern
styles of construction and architecture.
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PLANNING AND URBAN DESIGN ISSUES
The social, physical and ecological environment of the
historic quarters of Nablus are in a state of crisis and
confusion resulting from decades of piecemeal and even rapa-
cious exploitation of resources and short sighted incremental
and non-comprehensive planning.
Most of the streets of today's old quarters of Nablus
are designed for pedestrians. The quarters have been planned
as self-contained communities in which every activity took
place through pedestrian-scale narrow streets and alleys.
Cars in al-Karyun quarter, 19?
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"The narrow, winding streets were, accordingly, a
sort of built in system of traffic control, inhib-
iting the movement of men, animals, and commodities
through areas where it was preferable that they be
barred or at least limited. It all added up to an
informal, but nevertheless, effective zoning plan.
Certain areas were deliberately given narrow
streets and relatively less accessible locations.
Others, responding to the needs of bulky or heavy
exchange, were situated where this could be
achieved with a minimum of confusion, usually close
to or just beyond the city's outer walls. Still
other city activities were located in conformity to
their industrial needs." 1
With the arrival of the automobile at the beginning of
the 20th Century, the street pattern was found to be ineffi-
cient and sometimes totally unsuitable. Therefore, Nablus
underwent a drastic physical change primarily for transporta-
tion on the legal basis of a "Street widening Act".
"At present, therefore, Middle Eastern cities are
expanding rapidly but in a piecemeal uncoordinated
fashion, with growing car ownership amongst the new
middle classes." 2
"Naturally, it is inevitable that we build wide
streets in order to accommodate motor cars. Howev-
er, there are better means to provide for cars than
to widen the existing streets in the historical
quarters and ruin their character. One proposal is
to surround the old quarter with a ring road from
which cul-de-sac streets could penetrate inward.
This would allow easy access for ambulances and
fire-engines and other emergency vehicles."-*
In addition to street widening, stone was replaced by
asphalt as a paving material in many streets in the historic
quarters of the Old City of Nablus.
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This replacement of stone with asphalt along with the
widened streets had several negative impacts on the urban
design fabric of the old city of Nablus:
There was no comprehensive zoning plan to create harmo-
ny and rationality to assure appropriate use of preserve open
space, in short balancing all the essential supporting facil-
ities of new environments. There existed no rationale to
preserve the human-scale for the benefit of man.
Narrow streets became parking lots for cars in the old city
1987
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Janet Abu-Lughod suggests that many Middle Eastern
countries, when compared with developed countries in the
nineteenth century, are
"developing under very different circumstances of
transportation and communication. They appear to
be moving into the new larger scale of urban
hierarchy, by passing that intermediate stage that
gave rise to what we have mistakenly called 'nor-
mal' or 'balanced' urban hierarchies ... it would
be foolhardy to aim at the creation of a hierarchy
scaled to a now defunct technological situation
simply because it conforms to norm." 4
Narrow streets in the historic quarters became parking
lots and neighborhoods lost their natural human scale and
started to suffer from the intrusion of the machine.
With the increased number of automobiles in the second
half of the twentieth century, traffic in the historic quar-
ters of Nablus became a considerable problem, especially
during the rush hours which paralyzed all the streets of the
historic areas. New areas were provided with adequately
designed streets. Human activities and land uses had to be
rearranged in order to fit with the modern travel methods.
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Street in the old city of Nablus, 1987
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En-Naser street was not designed for cars
In addition to the problems created by automobiles,
several other inadequacies for sound urban planning for the
historic quarters of Nablus resulted from the following:
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The municipality is not equipped as adequately as it
should be to collect, collate and analyze information needed
for synthesis and design. Municipal engineers are so under-
paid that they are often forced to resort to unorthodox means
to supplement their meager wages. Such means like concen-
trating on private practice that usually becomes more impor-
tant than their civic responsibilities. The municipality is
usually so busy with routine and time consuming paper work,
with granting building licenses, with paving roads and side-
walks, with contractual work and supervision, that no time is
left for actual planning.
Hassan Fathy suggests that;
"when Middle-Eastern countries changed to the so
called modern style, two factors continued to be
virulently active in prohibiting design in the
traditional style:
l)The municipal laws, which are based on the as-
sumption that all buildings are extroverted, and
2) training given to architects at the universities.
Arab architecture is completely ignored in the
curricula of design and theory of architecture and
often considered to be 'exotic' in general histo-
ries of the subject. The result is continued and
widespread of examples of the most inappropriate
designs - witnessed in almost all cities of the
Middle East." 5
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Due to the present political situation, the city of
Nablus as a piece of urban creation, is a sad example of the
twentieth century's missed opportunities in architecture.
In many cases, it is the absence of a sense of integra-
tion into a comprehensive urban fabric, and not so much the
lack of quality in architecture itself, that produces ar-
chitectural failures. Or, to put it in another way, the
architectural design may be excellent when judged on its own
terms, but disastrous in terms of its surroundings because it
has been conceived in isolation. New construction has failed
to respond to Arab tradition. There is no further need to
imitate Western culture.
Abdulla Y. Bokhari looks to this problem as:
its "in the beginning, lack of integration of new
and old could be attributed to the speed at which
modernization had to take place, and especially to
the need to provide for the numerous newly intro-
duced automobiles with adequately wide avenues.
But as the taste and the life of the people
changed, it simply became too late to attempt any
physical or even functional integration of the old
with the new ways of doing things. "^
"In the contemporary Arab-Muslim city, the process
of relying on customs of use for generation and
control of change has been replaced by another
process which relies on preconceived, prescriptive
conventions of form. . . . most of these conventions
developed in different social context.
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Modern sturctures in the historic quarters, 1987
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As a result of borrowing physical conventions from
other contexts and applying them in the Arab-Muslim
city a duality has developed in the system as a
whole and more specifically in its regulatory
mechanism. On the regulatory level this duality
has resulted in confusion and contradiction. . . on
the physical level, we have the old and new envi-
ronments distinctly apart from each other. This,
on the social level, has encouraged the segregation
of the city's inhabitants into poor or rich respec-
tively." 7
Absence of statistical method and comprehensiveness,
accurate population data, demographic information, and neces-
sary surveys in the planning process of the historic quarters
resulting from occupation and lack of financial support,
created social injustices. Only rough estimate existed that
could not be depended on for serious analysis to introduce
and implement sound planning. Moreover, the role of plan-
ners and architects are limited in the large-scale programs.
"one factor which encouraged and probably rein-
forced the development of the contemporary rather
than the traditional environment concerns the field
of architecture and urbanization on both the intel-
lectual and the practical level. The field of
urban studies is an outcome of modern social
science which itself grew out of and is based on
the idea of urbanization in the west." 8
"Another factor which certainly helped this process
is the almost complete lack of analytic studies on
the traditional Arab-Muslim city. Most of the
studies on the traditional physical environment
tend to rely on descriptive methods which one
barely, if at all, informative in understanding the
process of physical development." 8
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A long history of foreign intervention - Ottoman rule,
the British mandate, Jordanian rule and Israeli occupation -
as well as the absence of professional civil service, have
miligated strongly against the introduction and application
of sound city and regional planning.
In the past, time pressures have forced decisions to
be made without reference to a long range vision.
"Modern developments are often conceived in isolat-
ed blocks and use the historic fabric as the quar-
ry, so to speak, out of which open spaces are cut.
Because the topology of block development is not
compatible with the contiguous cellular structure
of the traditional urban fabric, problems crop up
at the border between old and new that remain
unresolved, leaving open scars in the structure of
the old city which will eventually provoke further
destruction. This mutual rejection by two incom-
patible types of tissue makes transplantation of
new elements extremely difficult or impossible to
accomplish. "'
"By implementing large-scale projects of huge
dimensions all at once, no time is allowed for an
evolutionary process. The old city is given no
chance to adapt the intervention or to recover from
the surgery; mistakes cannot be corrected; lessons
cannot be learned; and a genuine local tradition
has no time to develop." 9
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Large scale modern building in the old city of
Nablus
In most areas of the old city of Nablus the original
dwellers have moved away to the suburban areas and have been
replaced by rural immigrants. Social changes have made
families much smaller than they used to be, nuclear families
replaces extended families, and this, combined with the in-
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creasing population density caused by rural migrants, often
means that the existing housing stock is totally inadequate.
Most parts of the old city were not preserved after the
1927 's earthquake, 1987
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"changes were also apparent in the residential
districts. .. The rich were beginning to move to
the suburbs that were opening up to settlement as
transportation improved." 10
"The overcrowding of the madina soon caused popula-
tion movement outwards to other parts of the city.
The families who found it easiest to relocate were
those linked to the alien power structure. ...
Their places were taken by newer and poorer arriv-
als to the city. . .
"
"The effects on the physical fabric of the old
cities was devastating - as the more affluent
residents moved away their houses were increasingly
subdivided in a process of ' taudification' . ""
To date no significant move toward gentrification has
taken place in the city. The traditional houses, even those
still in the hands of a single family, are half-deserted,
ill-maintained, and often crumbling, or split into small
apartments, gathering several independent units around a
single courtyard, which is then divided up to provide privacy
for each tenant family. In some of the disintegrating old
houses, top stories are starting to crumble even as people
work or live on the floors below, (see Figure 4.1) The
owners neglect the decoration and woodwork, because mainte-
nance is too expensive or because the craftsmen available no
longer know how to do the work, (see Figure 4.2)
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Figure 4.1
New additions were added at the expense of the narrow streets
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Figure 4.2
Old windows are neglected in the old city of Nablus
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"Social segregation now threatens to turn the
madina into a quarter for the poor and destitute,
because living in the new areas of the city has
become a symbol of success. Buildings are deterio-
rating as the old dwellings are sold or turned into
rooming houses for immigrants unable to maintain
them, further jeopardizing the architectural patri-
mony of the city . . . Existing public facilities are
not maintained because the municipality prefers to
spend its revenues in the new areas of the city. il2
Some of the owners demolish houses because they no
longer suit their needs, and because they wish to build new
structures that will generate higher profits.
Concrete became a major construction element, 1987
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New construction materials are introduced to the old city,
1987
Figure 4.3
Concrete wall in the main open space of Al-Karyun quarter
1987
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Figure 4.4
New window materials are introduced to the old city, 1987
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New elements such as corrugated iron sheets and con-
crete pillars and walls, are also appearing in the urban
landscape as materials for renovation and repair. If people
apply paint, the color they use can threaten the harmony of
the street. 13 (see Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4)
Many tenants in the old city of Nablus are trying to
improve their residential units by using new materials and
adding new openings and balconies. They see these changes as
improvements, but in the process of making them they are
destroying the harmony of the old city. (see Figure 4.5)
Introducing sanitation facilitates, while necessary, also can
often damage the streetscape, as can be seen in most parts of
the historic guarters, where plastic pipes are introduced.
"Where modern air-cooling devices compete with
"mashrabiyyas", - bow windows - comparable esthetic conse-
n 14quences result.
"
^ (see Figure 4.6)
New stories are added on the top of original buildings, 1987
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Figure 4.5
New additions on the top of the old building, 1987
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Figure 4.6
Plastic sewage pipes damage the streetscape, 1987
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Additions built on the top buildings are changing the
architectural character of the structure and the city scope
as new materials, new proportions, and quite different styles
are introduced in them. These additions can be explained in
economic terms, but they can be esthetically displeasing as
well as structurally dangerous, since the buildings were not
designed to carry them. 15
Very little effort has been made to equip the old city
with modern facilities, or to adapt the facilities it has to
its special cultural needs. One elementary school has been
built inside the walls, in al-Qaicariya quarter, using up
what was once open space. Not only does it add to the crowd-
ing of the madina, but it is in no way integrated into its
surrounding. Worst of all, many traditional facilities which
originally had very important functions and which had provid-
ed a certain climate of humanity, were neglected, abandoned,
or transferred to the new city. They include old schools
(the old Najah school) , Hammams, Khans, springs, etc.
Shopping patterns have also changed. The bazaars are
now almost always deserted. Juice is bought in cans instead
of using natural fruit. Shops need to have display windows
and lighted signs, which changed the entire character of the
bazaars. These improvements spoiled the whole image of the
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bazaars since the bazaars were designed to accommodate many
activities, and not to be treated as museums.
Shopping patterns are changed, 1987
"In many cities separate commercial centers have
appeared outside the historic core, and these new
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central business districts have begun to absorb
most of the evolving modern retailing, facilities
and banking functions. Nevertheless the old town
remains the most powerful low-income commercial
center of the city, serving an increasingly dense,
poor residential population as well as traditional
provincial customers. However, intrusion of for-
eign manufactured goods, changing demands and
aspirations of the people, and in some cases the
influence of international tourism, have greatly
modified the ' suqs ' . Production patterns have also
altered. Many of the small workshops located in
and around the bazaar complex have disappeared and
declined through competition from both imported and
local mass-produced factory goods. The large,
modern factories established in recent years are
located outside the old city where cheap land is
available for building." 16
Khans (inns) , wakalas, and fundugs (hotels) , were meant
to be used simultaneously for people, goods, animals, and
even some crafts, storage, and shops. They were important
places in the economic life of the historic quarters of
Nablus. Most of them have been turned into warehouses or
housing units for the poor. Still others have offices or
other structures built in the middle of their courtyards,
with a small passage left between them and the peripheral
galleries.
An infrastructure has to be introduced into the old
areas to provide the same living and health standards as
residents of the newer areas of the city enjoy. Bringing
water to each house has a profound effect on the streetscape,
which by providing running water pipes in the streets, with
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Figure 4 .
7
Plastic pipes, electric cables damage the image of the old
city.
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Figure 4.8
Electric cables spoiled the facades of the buildings, 1987
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Figure 4.9
T.V. Antenna, water pipes cause many problems to
scape of the old city, 1987
the land-
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concrete boxes to fix them to the ground, spoiled the appear-
ance of the streets. Garbage disposal, asphalt covering
ancient cobble stones, graffiti, television antenna, and the
introduction of telephones and electricity, with their wires,
cables, and transformers, pose similar problems for the
traditional urban landscape. 2 (see Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8,
and Figure 4.9)
In contrast to the lack of concern for the old city of
Nablus as a whole, some care has always been shown on the
part of rulers for the large monuments, especially the great
mosques. Their maintenance has ensured their preservation as
cultural symbols up to the present time.
Although much damage has been done to the historic
quarters of Nablus, the opportunity still exists to salvage
what remains, and restore it to become a glorious Palestinian
city as it used to be in the past.
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CHAPTER 5
Recommendations & General Guidelines for Developing
& Preserving the old city of Nablus
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General Urban Design and Preservation Guidelines
Now that some of the urban design and planning issues
of the historic quarters of the old city of Nablus have been
discussed, it is clear that the old city of Nablus needs a
systematic program of preservation to maintain its buildings
and to protect its historic quarters.
The following urban design and preservation guidelines
are recommended as the basis for any kind of preservation and
development in the historic quarters of the old city of
Nablus.
General Goals : *1
1 - To preserve, protect and enhance cultural resources for
the benefit of the city and for future generation.
2 - To encourage appreciation of cultural resources through
preservation activities, education, and public aware-
ness programs, in order to strengthen the sense of
community and identity of place.
3 - To create mechanisms for managing and maintaining the
built environment, and to coordinate these mechanisms
with existing programs and procedures at the city and
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the national levels.
4 - To establish an integrated system for developing,
promulgating and evaluating preservation standards
involving public and private interest groups at all
levels.
5 - To assure that preservation considerations are inte-
grated into the continuing planning process.
6 - To identify ways and means of translating the above
goals into constructive and economically realistic
projects and programs.
NABLUS PRESERVATION COMMISSION :
It is strongly recommended that the city of Nablus
formulate and adopt an ordinance which will establish a
preservation commission - Nablus Preserrvation Commission
to develop and administer support programs for the preserva-
tion of cultural resources.
"The ordinance is central to the implementation of
a program for preservation. ... Decisions will
frequently require detailed documentation and in
depth analysis of individual resources beyond the
more general scope of the inventory. Value
judgements must be made which involve the relative
practicality of protecting or enhancing particular
resources. New programs for cultural resources
will require and benefit from the input of skilled
professionals and community leaders. In
particular, the coordination of identified
resources and values with the on-going programs,
city departments, other governmental agencies, and
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private local interests is necessary. The
preservation commission is constructed to respond
to all of these needs" 2
The preservation commission shall include archaeolo-
gists, local historians, architects, architectural histori-
ans, urban planners, and engineers. Other members shall
represent business, developers and private preservation
groups. All members should possess a demonstrated interest
in the preservation of the city's cultural and historic
resources.
It is recommended that the Commission have nine mem-
bers, and three of them shall be elected every year. Three
member shall be urban planner, an architect or architectural
historian and the third shall be either an archaeologist or
engineer. Three members shall be historians, and the other
three shall be general people.
The Role of the Preservation Commission
The general role of the Commission is to develop and
promote preservation activities within the Old City of
Nablus. There are several specific concerns which the
Commission should be prepared to address:
1 - The Commission shall concern itself with all aspects of
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preservation of all historic buildings in order to
protect the rapidly vanishing historic environment that
gives distinction, variety and definition to the sur-
viving historic quarters.
2 - The policy of the Commission shall be to preserve and
protect the city's historical and aesthetic resources
and their environment.
3 - The Commission shall review the inventory of cultural
and historic resources included in any project and
commence to adopt an official cultural and historical
resource list.
4 - The Commission shall establish a system for maintaining
the inventory files with provisions for adding research
data, making changes in status, and adding resources
deemed to be significant. Such files should be acces-
sible to the general public for easy reference. To be
effective as a planning tool, the archives must be
updated continually.
5 - A detailed archaeological survey of the Old City of
Nablus shall be completed. The Commission shall assist
in obtaining funding for this cataloging activity.
6 - The Commission will be responsible for formulating a
precise plan for the historic preservation element in
the general plan for Nablus.
7 - The Commission shall be intrinsic to the City's role in
preparing or reviewing environmental impact statements
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which are required when national projects affect cul-
tural and historical resources. This may mean provid-
ing assistance to formulate a statement when it is the
city's responsiblity to do so, or commenting on state-
ments developed by other agencies.
8 - The Commission shall assist in refining the urban
impact statement procedure outlined in the general plan
in order to incorporate and integrate cultural and
historical resources.
9 - The Commission shall promote community preservation by
acting as an information source for other city depart-
ments, boards, and agencies in matters concerning the
historic quarters, and by generating new ideas and
support concepts for programs which will enable the
historic quarters to remain viable elements in the
city.
10 - The Commission shall promote and endorse educational
and cultural activities in schools and throughout the
city which will assist citizens to recognize, under-
stand and appreciate their environment. This role will
require significant coordination with educational
institutions, universities, public interest groups,
clubs, and, in particular, with private preservation
groups.
11
- The Commission administer system shall promote communi-
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ty preservation by:
* approval of proposed actions
* conduct public hearings
* make recommendations
* support
.
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The effect of light and
dark in the historic
quarters
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Comprehensive Survey and Evaluation :
a
.
Survey
The ordinance shall require the Preservation Commission
to carry out as soon as possible a comprehensive survey and
evaluation of natural features, structures of historical or
architectural significance. Based on such an inventory,
specific sites and buildings may be designated for protec-
tion.
"The survey or comprehensive inventory and
evaluation", lists all structures of historical,
architectural or cultural importance in a community
or historic district. Preferably it includes
elements which enhance the environment surroundings
structures, too.... For each eligible structure or
element, detailed information is collected and
systematic records established, included
descriptive materials, photographs, and, if
possible, measured drawings or plans. The
information collected must be sufficient to allow
the Preservation Commission and city council to
determine the significance of a particular
structure and to judge the merit of designating it
for protection. This information also assists the
Commission in reviewing proposals to alter
protected buildings and spaces."'
As Ziegler, Alder and Kidney note in Revolving Funds
for Historic Preservation
,
this is "the inventory type of
survey that evaluates all the properties of a city or neigh-
borhood to determine which are of no interest, which must be
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saved, and which it is more or less desirable to save. With
such a survey, the preservationist establishes his goals
objectively, while his findings in a published form lend
authority to his pleas for preservation" 5
Marsha Gelenn suggests that a given structure or site
can be studied and recorded through:
"-measured drawings
- photographs
- photogrammetry
- historic research - to discover the history of
the element being studied, the architects, the
dwellers, their times, lives, and possessions.
- architectural research - to study the existing
structure and materials to determines the original
structure and subsequent changes, present
condition, type of materials, dates, and to record
all findings and place in architectural history.
- archaeological research - to discover the
historic and architectural details not obtainable
from documents or architectural research, i.e.,
foundations, outbuildings, probable uses and
verification existing information.
- planning research - to study the element in
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relation to the site, the environment and the
community. "°
In a recent research - A New Documentation Methodology
! Videographic Architectural Analysis - C. Barrett Kennedy,
Dennis B. Jones, Robert P. Schubert, Michael G. Yamarik,
developed a new method for documenting architectural
resources by using contemporary videographic and computer
processing technology to enhance traditional recording
procedure. Techniques for the architectural analysis of
video images have been developed by merging computer hardware
and software systems with principles of photographic and
photogrammetric interpretation. By applying these
technologies to the survey process, a multifaceted document
can be created that comprehensively describes the built
environment. The survey process is facilitated by the
ability to extract dimensionable images of buildings from
video recording without resorting to costly and time
consuming hand-measuring techniques.
"The key component of the documentation system in VCAD,
the Videographic Computer Assisted Designer software package
developed by Videocad, Inc., as an interactive videographic
data base manager. ...it serves the user as four fundamental
data management tools:
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1 - an audio-visual archival document that
combines dimensionable video images,
environmental sounds, and verbal commentary.
2 - an analytical device for extracting
quantifiable data from the multifaceted context of
the built environment.
3 an interactive simulation program that
depicts historical change, demonstrating the
contextual evolution of a site and visually
promoting an understanding of the essential
character and integrity of cultural resources.
4 - a planning device that prescribes appropriate
material treatments, maintenance routines,
development schemes, or monitoring activities." 7
(see Appendix 8)
b. Study of the Socio-economic Context
"In order to gain some idea about the purpose which
historic buildings and sites could fulfill in the future, an
in depth socio-economic study needs to be carried out. The
aim of such study, embracing the disciplines of city and
physical planning, should be to assess the viability of the
area surrounding the buildings or sites which are deemed
worthy of preservation. An indication could be given in the
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form of an analysis of strengths and weaknesses of the pur-
poses for which each individual historic feature would be
suited." 32 (see Appendix 9)
c. Evaluation
Having listed all structures and sites the next recom-
mended step is to evaluate their relative significance for
community preservation. Structures may then be grouped
according to preservation priorities. This information may be
recorded on a map indicating the location and concentration
of significant structures and sites where future develop-
ments may take place without destroying the historic integri-
ty of the district. Such information may also be compiled in
a ready reference form.
The criteria for the evaluation of each structure or
feature shall be determined as follows (see Appendix 10)
:
1. ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
a. Exceptional
b. Excellent
c. Good
d. Fair
e. Poor
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A building in the old city of Nablus, 1987
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2. ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE
a. Exceptional
b. Major
c. Contributing
d. Non-contributing
3. ALTERATION OF ORIGINAL DESIGN
a. None or Little
b
.
Moderate
c. Considerable
4. HISTORICAL/CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
a. Exceptional
b. Major
c. Moderate
d. Minor
The evaluation of individual structures might be cate-
gorized as follows:
"Exceptional: Resources which are of National, State,
and Local significance.
Excellent: Resources that add unique forms and texture
to the environment or are part of the historical conscious-
ness of the community, and are of particular local signifi-
cance.
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Two views from the historic quarters, 1987
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Good : Resources which are individually significant.
Consideration should be given on a case by case basis to
their local significance and protective status.
A large number of resources fall into a fourth catego-
ry:
Background Buildings : resources which individually are
not significant but in clusters, or in relationship to more
significant features, become so. Such resources help define
general community or neighborhood identity.
The purpose of identifying such resources is primarily
on a local level for planning purposes. These resources
should be considered as supportive, positive elements to the
urban fabric surrounding them. Loss of all or many such
resources can destroy a neighborhood or leave the city with a
handfull of monuments rather than a full community identity
inherited from its past." 8
NON-DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
There are several general classes of deterioration
problems. These include defective building materials, loss
of protective surface layers, accelerated weathering due to
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air pollution, attack by soluble salts, and interactions
between materials, especially the corrosion and expansion of
iron reinforcements. 9
A variety of methods have been used to study
deterioration. These fall into two classes : visual inspec-
tion on site and instrument analysis in the laboratory on
samples taken from the building. 10 Neither of these two
classes is the complete answer.
What is needed are non-destructive methods that can be
applied in the field and that provide information about
building condition, both at the surface and at depth within
walls or other parts of the structure.
There have been several reviews of the possible non-
destructive methods that could be applied to building diag-
nostics. Research has been done recently by Richard A.
Livingston, University of Maryland, and Roberto Franssetto of
the National Research Council, Italy on Nondestructive Diag-
nosis of Building Condition . He maintains that there is no
one method that does everything, and that the most appropri-
ate methods include:
"A. Infra-red Thermography - The infra-red radiation given
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off by a building is recorded by a device like a
television camera. The resulting image shows warm and
dark parts of the walls. These areas can be related to
such things as variations in building materials
composition or the presence of moisture. However this
technique cannot effectively penetrate below the
surface.
B. X-Rav Flouresence - This is also a technique limited to
the surface. It beams x-ray from a portable source on
the surface and measures the energy of the emitted x-
rays. This gives information on building materials,
paint pigments, and contaminants like salt.
C. Neutron Probe - Unlike the previous two methods, this
one uses a portable neutron source to measure the
distribution of elements within a wall. It can identi-
fy materials composition, the presence of contaminants
such as salt or moisture, and the occurence of voids or
reinforcements within the structure.
D. Radar - Portable radar sets can be used to identify
metal structural elements or moisture within walls.
E. Magnetic Surveys - Proton magnitometers are portable
instruments that are very sensitive to changes in
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magnetic fields and thus can be used to detect iron
reinforcements
.
F. Neutron Radiography - Neutrons from a portable source
could be used to make images of the interiors of the
structures in a process like taking x-ray images. The
advantage of neutrons over other types of radiation
like gamma or x-rays is that they are much more sensi-
tive to variation within building materials.
G. Acoustic Emission - The infinitesimal movements of
building materials as a result of wind loads or thermal
expansion and contraction will emit sound at points of
stress or micro-cracking. These acoustic emission can
be picked up by arrows of microphones and used to
locate areas of structural problems within walls.
H
-
Piezoelectric Hammer - A specially instrumented hammer
is used to generate sound pulses at point on the struc-
ture. The pulse is then picked up by microphones at
other points on the structure. The changes in the
waves form of pulse between the hammer and the pick can
be used to identify structural problems.
I. Pneumatic Gauge - The roughness of a surface can be
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determined non-destructively by measuring the resist-
ance to air flow across the surface. The increase in
surface roughness over time is an indication of materi-
al weathering.
J. Acetate Peels - A very simple way to measure surface
roughness and cohesion of building material surfaces is
to take an impression of the surface using a sheet of
plastic acetate. The roughness of this surface replica
can then be measured in the laboratory." 11
PRESERVATION PLAN
The preservation plan is a basic document summarizing
the results of the comprehensive inventory and evaluation,
stating the goals of the preservation program, and identify-
ing strategies for accomplishing these goals. The plan
allows communities to integrate preservation of historic
resources with processes of growth and change, by indicating
how and where new development can take place without sacri-
ficing the area's historic character.
The plan should be completed as quickly as is feasible
without neglecting thoroughness and careful consideration of
alternative courses of action with regard to program elements
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and recommendations. Though it is the preservation commis-
sion's duty to see that the plan is made, it is best prepared
by professionals in consultation with the commission.
"Most plans include such elements as these:
(1) History of the growth and development of the area
under consideration.
(2) Analysis of the architectural styles represented
in the area.
(3) An area description, including population, land
use, and data on building conditions.
(4) Survey of all significant structures and
environmental features, along with a statement of
the criteria for inclusion.
(5) Report.
(6) Map of the resources surveyed.
(7) Statement of historic preservation philosophy and
goals.
(8) Designation criteria, to be used in selecting
sites and districts to be provided.
(9) Recommendations for sites and districts to be
designated for protection.
(10) Criteria to govern the Commission in determining
if proposed alterations to protected landmarks are
appropriate.
(11) Recommendations for other legal controls needed,
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such as a sign ordinance or easement program.
(12) Proposals for revision of any existing community,
county, regional or other masterplan, program,
zoning ordinance, landmarks.
(13) Program proposal stating roles of various private
organizations and public agencies in preserving
historic landmarks.
(14) Planning recommendations for improving land use
patterns, parking and traffic circulation, and
other systems.
(15) Estimates of costs of rehabilitation and
recommendations for financing mechanisms for
carrying out historic preservation objectives." 12
The preservation plan, once completed, should be
revised regularly to include new information and adapt to
changing circumstances.
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN:
Comprehensiveness means that all aspects of a city
must be studied and carefully considered. It means the
proper, wise and studied relationship of different issues.
Comprehensiveness means application of balance and unity, of
priority programming and flexibility. The community's var-
ious collective goals can somehow be measured at least rough-
ly as to the importance and welded into a single hierarchy of
community objectives for future evolution of all important
economic and social patterns.
For a comprehensive plan, all the environmental assets
and liabilities, both physical and social, should be sur-
veyed, analyzed and evaluated. In addition to that, local
processes for planning and designing environmental preserva-
tion, change and management, shall make use of the existing
professional, scientific, cultural and technical personnel by
organizing a new and more productive relationship.
If the planners are truly to think comprehensively,
they must consider not only the goals of society, but also
the framework within which these goals can be pursued. The
important functions of any comprehensive plan are:
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"(1) To evaluate proposals in the light of the master
plan.
(2) To coordinate all the proposals to reinforce each
other to further the public interests.
Each of these functions requires ideal performance for
the comprehensive planners:
(a) understand the overall public interests, at least
in connection with the subject matter of their
plans.
(b) they possess casual knowledge which enables them
to gauge the approximate net effect of proposed
actions on the public interests." 13
Certainly all the problems cannot be solved easily, the
important thing is that all improvements in the historic
quarters add up to a comprehensive whole with meaning. Once
a comprehensive plan is evolved, it is necessary to work out
a schedule of priorities.
The four principles of Ekistics give good clues to a
comprehensive whole, these are as follows:
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"1 Unity of purpose. In order for our environments
to be successful, they have to satisfy us
economically, socially, politically, technically,
culturally, and aesthetically.
2 Hierarchy of functions. We shall achieve the best
type of organization through a hierarchical dis-
tribution of functions and their expression.
3 Respect for four dimensions. We need to develop
programs that will include the fourth dimension of
time (change and growth) and that will respect it
as much as the other dimensions - and sometimes
even more.
4 Different scale for different masters. Man should
remain the main master of the city. Instead of
permitting machines to become masters that control
the whole city, as the car does at present, we
must make machines the masters only within their
appropriate spheres : the car on the highway, the
plane in the air, the rocket in space. All have
to be incorporated in a rational way into the
overall plan of Ecumenopolis.
"
14
Essentially, the basic aim of planning is to produce a
functional, pleasant and beautiful environment for human
habitation. If any opportunity is given to the old historic
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quarters of Nablus to remedy the situation, it should deal
comprehensively with growth, rehabilitation and redevelop-
ment.
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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
Ideally the process of democratic decision-making shall
take into account the views of all those who have a legisla-
tive interest in the matter at issue. Of course, few issues
are "strategic", and these tend to capture the attention of
existing interest groups who feel threatened.
Members of the public involved in planning need to feel
tha they are participating in something that is likely to
have tangible results. Public participation must be an
integral part of the planning procedure being adopted in
Nablus.
"Absolute necessities of a Moslem community must be
determined through anthropological and sociological
considerations and by open meetings or
consultation. It is essential that people of all
social and ethnic groups be consulted equally, and,
in accordance with the Quran." 15
In order to make design reviews more constructive,
"architects should learn to listen to professionals from
other fields and to the public. Many persons are sensitive
to their environment although they cannot discuss projects in
architectural jargon. The person who says, "I know what I
like" should not be discounted. Nonarchitects are often
astute observers who are sensitive to the scale of the urban
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environment perhaps more so then architects who tend to look
only at the problem of the architectural statement and seldom
at urban context." 16
"The design process and criteria should not be
cloaked in mystery for this will only drive away
the public or create misunderstandings. Public
opposition will prevent preservationists from
getting to first base while blind acceptance will
last only for the short term. The only
satisfactory solution is public knowledge and
acceptance.
"
17
The public shall be entitled to be "informed" of plan-
ning proposals and must be given an opportunity to make
representations on such matters.
Community participation shall be encouraged in the
preservation planning process, in order to achieve public
understanding and support of preservation concepts and the
value of cultural resources to the community.
INTEGRATION OF OLD AND NEW ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
The design of new buildings in the old quarters is
among the most controversial issues of urban design and
historic preservation. Efforts shall be made to achieve
harmony between the old and the new structures as well as
historic compatibility.
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The designer must not be heedless to the responsibility
to the past and not compromise it. Texture, materials,
scale, and other considerations for harmonizing with the old
must not be ignored to the detriment of both the old and the
new. There is no excuse for indifference to historic values.
The contemporary architect or planner shall saturate
himself with the personality of an area and became truly
involved with the architectural Qualities which make the area
worth preserving. These qualities would involve the compo-
nent parts of the street scene, the appearance of the histor-
ic area from every vantage point, inside as well as outside
the area. This requires moving from place to place in order
to understand its structural form, its topography, and its
skyline.
Within the historic quarters of Nablus, the new
structures to be considered should embody architectural
elements which are sympathetic to the street scene and to the
immediately surrounding buildings. In doing that, building
scale, height, surface materials, textures, color and
apertures must be considered in detail.
In a meeting in 1967 in Braunschweig the city's stand-
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ing committee on Historic Urban Affairs passed the following
resolution:
"Wherever old structures are visible elements in
the present city picture - particularly where
buildings and groups are of architectural merit or
lend historic significance to the structure of the
city and present the unique, individual image
efforts should be made to preserve the structural
inheritance and to adapt it meaningfully to the
needs of our time.
"To this end, one should, above all, preserve the
old scale and proportion in height, width, and
structural detail in new buildings and alterations
in historically significant districts.
"To the same end, new additions that disrupt the
old city pattern should be avoided as far as
possible. Original street and building lines
should not be changed. The narrow streets of the
old quarters can often contribute as pedestrian
malls to a meaningful traffic system. Public and
private parking spaces and parking garages should
be installed outside the historic areas to the
greatest extent possible. Much effort should be
done to gain the spirit of the era which such
structures and buildings were erected to serve
specific functions." 18
Good new architectural design and planning can feasibly
be harmonized with existing structures without damaging the
historical values or disrupt their soul. Integrity of old
and new elements can be done through sensitive considerations
and a great deal of professional knowledge.
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TRAFFIC
Transportation is a vital fact of any dynamic city and
it plays an important role in its political, economic, and
physical fabric. Obviously the problem of traffic and park-
ing has been generated by the motor vehicle, and is rendered
extremely complex by their consistently growing num
ber. vehicles.
Motor traffic was unknown until the beginning of the
twentieth century, and even horse driven wheeled traffic did
not enter the historic city of Nablus until then. Street
patterns of the historic city of Nablus obviously were de-
signed for pedestrians and not for modern traffic. Any
adaption to its requirements means far-reaching alterations
in the road pattern and consequently in the whole character
and fabric of the old city. Cutting through of a single
thoroughfare, or substantial widening of two or three of its
main streets, and opening of its interior to traffic has
already destroyed its specific character and visual coher-
ence.
Eliezer Brutzkuz, looks to the problem of traffic
improvements in the old city more seriously when he says:
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Car traffic is a major problem in the old city.
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"even minor improvements in traffic conditions and
in traffic accessibility like partial widening of
roads, multiplying of access possibilities or
providing of parking facilities within the old
quarters, have similar effects on a similar scale
and at a somewhat slower pace than the major ones.
They initiate a process of transformation and
deterioration of the typical environment of the old
city. Under present conditions of a high level of
motor ownership, the number of private cars which
are willing to enter the old city, even for tourist
and sightseeing purposes only, is enormous. Conse-
quently, any partial action for improvement of
traffic conditions would be a palliative, requiring
shortly after its execution additional actions, the
combined effect of which would be similar to that
of major interventions and complete disintegration
of specific environment would be in most cases the
final results." 19
In order to decrease the physical and visual confusion
produced by motor vehicles, there are several recommendations
to deal with the problems of traffic in the historic quar-
ters:
(1) There should be restrictions on vehicualr traffic
inside the bazaars and the narrow alleys of the
old city, in order to stop breaking the continuity
and scale of the closely knit, pedestrian-scale
quarters along with creating an atmosphere for
people to feel secure from automobile dangers.
(2) The best conditions for the preservation of a
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historical area prevail when the old city can be
completely separated from the modern one by a belt
of open land. This condition is difficult to
achieve. One proposal is to surround the old
quarters with a ring road from which cul-de-sac
streets could penetrate inwards. This would allow
easy access for ambulances and fire-engines,
beside other emergency vehicles. 20
(3) The historic quarters should be considered as a
compact entity accessible only to pedestrians.
Exception will be granted to deliveries to be made
to shops, ambulance, fire-engines, waste-removal,
and emergency vehicles.
(4) Only vehicles under a certain size shall be al-
lowed into the old city and only during restricted
hours, the streets would be kept free of vehicles
during the hours of maximum pedestrian use.
James Fitch sees that historic areas can be enjoyed
only on foot, and he suggests that:
"a policy of permitting no wheeled traffic in such
areas (except for fire, ambulance, waste removal,
and so on) is the correct one. Though merchants in
such areas are offen initially skeptical of the
impact of such measures on retail trade, they have
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proved to be successful in certain cities (Piazza
Navona in Rome, the New Precinct in Coventry) . . .
.
,
parking facilities should be provided around the
peripheral - preferably underground and in small,
dispersed units to avoid peak-hour traffic jams." 2 !
(5) Open car parks can be acceptable, at the edge and
in the backlands of the historic quarters, provid-
ed paths defined with them and they are broken up
into small units with local trees. 22
The issue of parking places and seclusion of the his-
toric quarters from motor traffic are discussed by Eliezer
Brutzkus, where he suggests:
"seclusion of preservation areas from motor traffic
makes only the quick superficial visit of a touring
visitor more difficult. A certain walking distance
through the old quarter from a parking ground
outside of the preservation area only adds to the
depth and intensitivity of the tourist's impres-
sion, and incidentally his somewhat prolonged stay
in the town, to the income which the community
derives from his visit. Income balance of a city
assessing losses resulting from reduction of number
of tourists in consequence of increased distance
between road and amenities versus gains obtained
due to a more prolonged stay in the city of smaller
number of tourists seems to be in most cases posi-
tive when the second alternative is chosen. At any
rate, only this way, the "lode" of tourist trade
may be conserved in the long range." 23
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PEDESTRIAN ZONES
It is tragic to observe that at a time when western
countries are introducing pedestrian zones, especially in
their historic districts, the old city of Nablus with its
incomparably rich and pedestrian-oriented fabric, is subject
to congestion and dissection by automobile routes.
Excclusively pedestrian movement in the old city would
again provide easy access to the shops, public baths, mosques
and schools. The value of pedestrian streets that are en-
tirely separate from vehicular traffic needs to be rediscov-
ered for its intrinsic values as well as for the survival of
the qualities of the historic district.
As a conservation measure, traffic-free zones in the
historic quarters should be introduced to restore the unity
and homogeneity of the historic urban fabric. The historic
quarters of the old city of Nablus should experience a reviv-
al in pedestrian modes in order to affect not only their
appearance, but their functions and relations to the histori-
cal monuments and other physical settings.
"the rapid acceptance of traffic-free zoning is
based, primarily, on its capacity to achieve four
major goals in the process of urban revitalization:
reducing traffic congestion, halting environmental
178
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The historic quarters
were car traffic free
before the introduction *
of cars
,
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deterioration, improving retail conditions, and
strengthening the role of the core as a focus for
community activities." 24
The social needs of pedestrians are also of great
importance. These needs shall be emphasized in schools,
bazaars, mosques, and other social institutions. In the
populated historic centers, there is always a chance of
conflict between people and cars. Pedestrian districts
allow the interaction of people without the pressure of
automobile traffic, and the danger of traffic accidents.
It is sad to see that "Sahet el-Manaral" - the Minaret
Square - which is still the focal point of the old city is
changed into an outdoor garage. This magnificent square
which for generations was the main open space in the old
city, has been changed almost completely to fit traffic
needs. These physical changes have ruined the imagability
and homogeneity of "Saheh el-Manarah".
It will be wise to change the design of "Sahet el-
Manarah" - the Minaret Square - to what it was and pedestri-
anize the existing streets not only for beautification but:
to eliminate conflict between pedestrians and cars
to gain unity between the architectural elements
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of the square
to create social interaction for people who are
walking and appreciating historic building values
and cultural heritage. Walking from one historic
building to another may be considered recreation
and more importantly, an educational experience.
"Driving is not only fast but it also demands
concentration, leaving no time or channel capacity
to appreciate the environment. Thus pedestrians
have a much better awareness of places and clear
ideas of the significance, measuring and activities
in the city than either drivers or users of public
transport. Because of the lower speed adn lower
critical ity of their movement, pedestrians can
perceive many more differences in form and
activity.
"
25
RETAILING
Business in the old historic quarters of Nablus is
scattered. These quarters are really a commercial area. The
old city has never lost its function as principal center for
the whole city - even people living in the new city often go
there to shop. Modern articles are indeed to be found there,
and at cheaper prices. Merchants and bazaar owners often
violate the traditional order of suqs by occupying the most
prestigious and frequented spots in the center, turning the
old houses there into storerooms or workshops. Old bazaars
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are a solid string of shops where most of the heads of house-
holds run a shop of some sort or another. These shop quarters
are romantic, packed with "atmosphere" and mystery. Shop-
keeping is a noble enterprise, without which Nablus would
never have risen to the heights of craftsmanship fame as well
as economic welfare.
Today, the idea of creating supermarkets in the old
city of Nablus is growing which would inevitably affect the
tradition of free enterprise. Socioeconomic elements of
planning should be considered to make retailing effective.
Revitalization of local retailing facilities is only required
inside the bazaars. Private enterprises must be encouraged
to provide long term job opportunities throughout the histor-
ic district for low-income segments of the population in
order to stop social decay and slum generation.
The progressive mechanization of branches of production
and the need for more space generated by manufacturing work-
shops should not be ignored. Because they are incompatible
with traditional morphology, however, their transfer out of
the historical quarters is necessary.
"The most important fact about commercial functions
is - in the architect's eye - that they give the
essential link between a township and its people.
A visitor, and a resident too, communicates with
the town through its commercial facilities. If you
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are a visitor, you won't always be able to enjoy
other people's homes, the offices won't serve your
needs. But you will always enjoy its commercial
facilities, through them you can gain access to the
city's products its specialities - food, ...,
crafts - and its people's minds too." 26
Shopping by tourists also plays an important role in
these guarters where local handicrafts and folk arts, are
offered by retailers. These activities can have a genuine
place in the lifestyles of an area. Not only tourists, but
the town's own residents need to be attracted to the center.
The way to do this is to have small specialists' shops that
sell things not available in a supermarket. Actually these
kind of places attract tourists too, and motivate them to
buy. Gimmicky souvenir shops, should be carefully avoided.
In order to revive a city, and its historic center,
Szalay, suggests that decision-makers should avoid these
common mistakes:
"Avoid commercializing the area, overloading it
with too many single-sided commercial functions
thus turning it (e.g.) into a singular tourist
attraction. In this case hoards of tourists will
be pouring out of their coaches day-by-day, /but
mostly in high season/eating up and buying up
everything, while town residents will hide away in
the comparative silence of their homes. Out of
season the same shops will be closing down, because
the merchandise they sell is only bought by tour-
ists, and the city will be sleeping until the next
season.
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"Under commercializing an area is committed by
decision makers when they use too few commercial
elements - this is generally due to a strong pref-
erence towards some other special field - many time
this being too many cultural features. Too many
museums or archaeological sights, could be disas-
trous in a town center, where visitors, after
seeing one or two of the sights, will want to sit
down and eat or have an ice-cream and relax." 26
Another important factor to be considered in establish-
ing a sequence of functions in our historic center, is time.
"people using the city must be given time to enjoy
the atmosphere, whether sightseeing or shopping
they should be able to sit back in a setting that
is part of the town's traditional values to recover
sipping on their drinks or eating a good meal.
Let's give them a chance to wonder about finding
their way to the sights themselves, mix tourists
with the residents in the center, and do not hurry
them with an arrow showing them the way to the one
and only ancient ruin to see." 26
NEW USES
It is obvious that a historic quarter is not a suitable
site for big business, banks, offices, and supermarkets,
large fashionable shops, or big cinemas and other enterprises
of mass entertainment. New uses of this kind, especially
those requiring large-scale facilities such as secondary
schools and hospitals which cannot be integrated easily into
the fabric of the old city, should be forbidden within the
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historic quarters by zoning regulations, and they should be
placed either on the periphery or completely outside the
historic quarters. Even administrative functions, as far as
they are connected with substantial circulation of the pub-
lic, should be located elsewhere.
This obligation to locate modern functions outside the
preservation area does not condemn it to become dead, since
their relationship to the daily life of the historic quarters
is only partial, and there is a sufficient range of uses
which can be retained within the historic quarters.
ADAPTIVE USE
Adaptive use: is often the oly economic way in which
old buildings can be saved, by adapting them to the require-
ments of new tenants. This can sometimes involve fairly
radical interventions, especially in the external organiza-
tion of space. 27
The goal is not to convert the old city of Nablus into
a museum. It is recommended that historic structures be used
as much as possible for their original purposes, but when
this ceases to be feasible, new uses must be found. The
city preservation program must encourage adaptive use while
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protecting the public's interest in maintaining the tradi-
tional character of the site and its surroundings.
Reuse of historic buildings is accepted as a normal,
attractive, way to provide space and save historic buildings
and areas. This is true for many reasons such as:
"1. old buildings are usually energy-saving in operation,
while the materials in them already represent the use
of much energy in their manufacture and delivery.
2
.
Inflation has now made the use of old buildings econom-
ically advantageous.
3. The reuse of old buildings helps to revitalize decayed
downtown areas.
4. Adaptation of old buildings is labor-intensive and
creates jobs rather then waste of resources.
5. Adapted buildings tend to offer special amenities, have
good quality, and handmade features, while the average
new construction tends to avoid handmade details and
uses the cheapest materials.
6. Old buildings adapted to modern conditions are fre-
quently in areas already supplied with utilities and
will not require new utility installation." 28
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The selection of a new use for a building must be made
with care and attention. It is the most important decision
to be made if preservation is going to be an expression of
cultural maturity.
"In delineating the visual effects of adaptive use,
different facets of a structure are examined. The
building as a whole is evaluated : the exterior,
the interior, the appearance of the structure from
the street booth by day and by night. This evalua-
tion leads to decisions on those visual architec-
tural features to be preserved, enhanced or altered
: the material, massing, fenestration, lighting,
ornamentation, orientation to site and interior
layout.
"Once an appropriate use has been selected, the
building itself is examined in depth to identify
its unique characteristics.
"In designing an adaptive use project, one is
continually interpreting existing architecture and
responding to it. The success of the design proc-
ess depends first on adequately interpreting the
old structure and its content. The economic,
social and visual history of a place should be well
understood before a response is formulated. Each
detail that has an impact on the project then
should be considered." 29
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EARTHQUAKES
Earthquakes are frequent in the Holy Land. There were
earthquakes in AD 551, AD 748, AD 808, AD 1202, AD 1837.
There was one in 1903 and one on July 11, 1927 whose shock
waves were felt in Syria. Nablus, Lyda and Es-salt were
damaged. ^°
"Earthquakes are different in degree from most
other disasters in their capacity to kill almost
instantaneously due to lack of warning and in their
extensive damage to cultural property often augent-
ed by fire, looting and water damage.
"Administrators, by taking steps for disaster
prepareness can reduce the damage that occurs in an
earthquake and this means saving lives." 21
A policy of upgrading building combined with their
regular maintenance is strongly recommended.
A brief summary of the administrative actions before,
during and after a seismic disaster to be used as a check
list, is suggested by Sir Bernard Feilden (see Appendix 11)
.
He suggested that this summary should be applied to the local
situation working within the administrative methods, planning
procedures, patterns of ownership and cultural attitudes of
each country. 31
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A building in the old city as left after the earthquake of
1927
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STONE
In the old city of Nablus, the basic construction
material is local limestone, built into masonry wall with a
mortar of lime, sand and earth.
To retain the exterior surface of the stone that
throughout the centuries has acquired a beautiful and irre-
placeable patina, is strongly recommended. The patina is
sometimes produced by the alteration of the stone. Unfortu-
nately, layers of dirt, soot, and gas fumes lie on the origi-
nal facades and gnaw into the stone. In such cases, cleaning
becomes imperative, but on conditions, of course, that the
methods employed do not attack the surface or the delicately
sculptured elements.
Cleaning methods generally are divided into three major
groups: water, chemical, and mechanical (abrasive). Water
methods soften the dirt and rinse the deposits from the
surface. Chemical cleaners react with dirt and/or masonry to
hasten the removal process; the deposits, reaction products
and excess chemicals then are rinsed away with water. Me-
chanical methods include grit blasting (usually sand blast-
ing)
,
grinders, and sanding discs, which remove the dirt by
abrassion and usually are followed by a water rinse. 33
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The surface cleaning of structure shall be undertaken
with the gentlest means possible. The simplest and least
dangerous methods shall be used. A low pressure water is
effective, safe, and least expensive. Sometimes gentle
brushing maybe necessary. Water of slightly higher pressure
or with a mild non-ionic detergent additive may be neede.
When chemicals are used, complete rinsing is essential, and
it is important to make certain that the run-off does not
cause any damage. These methods shall be tested prior to
considering harsher methods; they are safer for building,
safer for the environment, and less expensive.
"The level of cleanliness desired also should be deter-
mined prior to selection of a cleaning method. Obviously,
the intent of cleaning is to remove most of the dirt. A
'brand new' appearance, however, may be inappropriate for an
older building, and may require an overly harsh cleaning
method. It may be wise, therefore, to determine a lower
level of acceptable cleaning." 33
Sandblasting and other harsh cleaning methods that will
damage the historic building materials shall not be undertak-
en, but under extreme conditions may be unavoidable in which
case they require prior permission from the commission.
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Local limestone is
the basic construction
material in the old
city
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Stone by its nature is one of the most durable of
building materials, and in favorable environment it may last
hundreds or even thousands of years with little visible
change.
Research in stone preservation is rapidly expanding,
and what must be remembered is that while stone may no longer
be considered as "maintenance-free" material, preservation
treatment itself imposes a cycle of inspection and mainte-
nance.
Chemical concsolidation becomes the least evil, a less
drastic intervention than replacement, and less drastic
ultimately, than no action at all. 34 (see Appendix 12)
GENERAL PRESERVING & DEVELOPING GUIDELINES
Preservation and development in historic areas shall be
tackled as a combined effort. Preservation shall involve a
full range of interventions, such as restoration, functional
rehabilitation, renovation, and replacement or infill, ac-
cording to strict typologic criteria. The decision regarding
the type of intervention to be applied shall come from a
plot-by-plot analysis of architectural values and physical
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conditions. For new development areas, the constraints need
to be as strict, but new buildings shall be correlated to the
historic fabric in terms of function, typology, scale, and
materials to make them compatible with it. The goal shall be
to establish consistency and coherence within the whole urban
structure, while allowing for the necessary differentiations
between the various components .-* 5
The way a community preservation ordinance protects
important structures is to require that all alterations -
renovation, demolition and new construction - proposed for
such structures be reviewed by the Historic Preservation
Commission. It is important that any ordinance designating a
historic area as a protected area include guidelines to
assist the review board in approving or denying a proposed
change, and the owner in explaining how to prepare the plans.
Such guidelines are difficult to draw, but they are
crucial. They must be unique for each district in accordance
with each historic area's particular qualities.
Ralph Miner, in Conservation of Historic and Cultural
Resources. suggests four premises on which guidelines for
review may be based.
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"(1) Guidelines for determining appropriateness must be as
objective as possible so as not to favor one particular
arrchitectural style over another. A well-designed
comtemporary structure should have just as much chance
to "past the test" as an old structure.
(2) The existing structures in any historic district have
certain basic visual elements and relationships in
common which can be considered as the unique "design
vocabulary" of that district.
(3) This essential design vocabulary can be identified for
any district and can be abstracted and documented as
basis for judging the appropriateness of new construc-
tion proposals without reference to architectural
style.
(4) The question of whether a new proposal will be compati-
ble can be viewed in terms of a fit or misfit with the
basic design vocabulary of the district. A proposal
incorporating the same essential vocabulary, regardless
of style, will fit and should be judged appropriate.
On the other hand, a proposal reflecting a different
design vocabulary (even if it offers some stylistic
similarities to other structures in the district) would
be considered a misfit which would not be appropriate
within the district." 36
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The following considerations and guidelines are recom-
mended for the development and preservation of the historic
quarters of the old city of Nablus.
In a report on principles and guidelines for Historic
Preservation, the National Trust for Historic Preservation
suggests a set of restoration principles which may be summa-
rized as follows:
"(1) The restoration of historic buildings requires the
professional knowlegde and special skill of architec-
tural historians, architects, historians, archeolo-
gists, landscape architects, museulogists, and experi-
enced craftsmen.
(2) No final decision should be taken as to a course of
action before reasonable efforts have been made to
exhaust the archeological and documentary evidence as
to the form and successive transformations of the
monument. Complete records of such evidence, by draw-
ings, photographs, notes and transcripts should be
kept, and originals or copies made available to stu-
dents in appropriate central libraries and, where
possible, also published. In no case should evidence
offered by the monument itself be destroyed or covered
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up before it has been fully recorded. Sample speci-
ments of physical evidence should also be preserved.
All changes proposed should be studied in drawings and
specification form to ensure thorough communication
between the commissionand contractors.
(3) Generally speaking, in treating surviving old build-
ings, it is better to preserve than repair, better to
repair than restore, better to restore than recon-
struct. ' It is also well, before initiating a project,
to consider carefully the possibility that once started
it may lead to 'creeping restoration' - the tendency
for repair to lead to restoration and for restoration
to become, by degrees, total reconstruction.
(4) It is ordinarily better to retain genuine old work of
several periods, rather than arbitrarily to 'restore'
the whole to a single period. In no case should our
own artistic preferences or prejudices lead us to
modify, on aesthetic grounds, work of a bygone period
representing other tastes. Truth is not only stranger
than fiction, but more varied and more interesting. It
should be recognized, however, that sometimes it is
essential to remove later work in order to obtain
evidence of the structure pertaining to an earlier and
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more important period. No surviving old work should be
removed or rebuilt for structural reasons if any rea-
sonable additional trouble and expense would suffice to
preserve it.
(5) Every reasonable additional care and expense are justi-
fied to approximate in new work the materials, methods
and quality of old construction, but new work should be
permanently identified and great discretion should be
used in simulating ol materials with modern materials.
If old material from other buildings are used in a
restoration, their source and use should be permanently
recorded. The use in an appropriate manner of old
materials and details of the period and character is
commendable when such materials are otherwise doomed to
loss or destruction and their use in itself is an act
of preservation. In securing materials for restoration
work there should be no demolition or removal of build-
ings where there is a reasonable prospect that they
will persist intact or as historic ruins on their own
site. Where missing features are to be replaced with-
out sufficient evidence as to their own original form,
careful study should be made of other surviving exam-
ples of the period and region and precedents found for
the replacement.
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(6) The nature of preservation and restoration work is such
that it generally involves more time than would be
expected in new construction. Many of the most impor-
tant problems are unsuspected until the fabric is
opened up.
(7) When for educational or preservation purposes it is
deemed necessary to move a building to a new setting,
its restoration should be guided by sound restoration
principles as indicated above.
(8) Complete reconstruction for educational purposes should
also follow the same principles thatgovern restoration.
(9) When a historic building survives into modern times
fortunately in its original use, it is important to
retain all its principal features with only minor
modification for modern use. When a historic building
ceases to be used for its original purpose other uses
should be sought in order to perpetuate its life. Only
modern uses should be adopted which are consistent with
preservation of the building's outstanding values. In
such cases, limited compromise with restoration stand-
ards may be justified, especially in the interior, to
obtain desired conveniences. Since our needs and
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capabilities are always growing, important or interest-
ing features that cannot be restored for the moment
should be covered over and protected to await future
treatment. Only a limited number of exceptional build-
ings are important enough to be preserved solely for
exhibition. These buildings must be cared for and
restored with utmost fidelity to the highest restora-
tion standards.
(10) Prior to the start of work, a complete photographic
record of the existing fabric should be made using
black and white film for archival purposes.
(11) Detailed working drawings and specifications should be
prepared by an architect.
(12) All new work should be marked with the date, preferably
with a branding iron.
(13) Particular care shall be taken that access, parking and
service buildings are not injurious to the character of
the historic building and its environs." 37
The following standards for rehabilitation, developed
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by Technical Preservation Services, U.S. Department of the
Interior, apply to the rehabilitation of all historic and
other old buildings.
"(14) Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a
compatible use for a property that requires minimal
alteration of the building structure, or site and its
environment, or to use a property for its originally
intended purpose.
(15) The distinguishing original qualities or character of a
building, structure, or site and its environment shall
not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any
historic materials or distinctive architectural feature
should be avoided when possible.
(16) All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recog-
nized as products of their own time. Alterations,
which have no historical basis and which seek to create
an earlier appearance shall be discouraged.
(17) Changes which may have taken place in the course of
time are evidence of the history and development of a
building, structure or site and its environment. These
changes may have acquired significance in their own
right, and this significance shall be recognized and
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respected.
(18) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled
craftsmanship which characterize a building, structure,
or site shall be treated with sensitivity.
(19) Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired
rather than replaced, wherever possible. In the event
replacement is necessary, the new material should match
the material being replaced in composition, design,
color, texture, and other visual qualities. Repair or
replacement of missing architectural features should be
based on accurate duplications features substantiated
by historical, physical, or pictorial evidence rather
than on conjuctural designs or the availability of
different architectural elements from other buildings
or structures.
(20) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and
preserve archeological resources affected by, or adja-
cent to, any acquisition, protection, stabilization,
preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, or construc-
tion projects.
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New materials and additions should be removed from the old
city
203
(21) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to
existing properties shall not be discouraged when such
alterations and additions do not destroy significant
historical, architectural or cultural material, and
such design is compatible with the size, scale, color,
material and character of the property, neighborhood or
environment.
(22) Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to
structures shall be done in such a manner that if such
additions or alterations were to be removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of the struc-
ture would be unimpaired." 38
The following guidelines are recommended particularly
for developing and preserving the old city of Nablus.
(23) The historic quarters shall be isolated from vehicular
traffic no improvement of traffic conditions within the
historic quarters shall be sought, but to the contrary,
limitation of possibilities for vehicles to penetrate
into the old city of Nablus.
(24) The entrances to the old city shall be limited rigor-
ously to the few old gates, this will serve as an
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efficient bulwark against the impact of modern traffic
and this will contribute to a more complete and better
preservation of the traditional environment within the
old city of Nablus.
(25) Traffic inside bazaars shall be banned except for
delivering at specified times so that shoppers and
tourists will be secure.
(26) No wheeled traffic shall be permitted in the old city.
Exception will be grant only to fire-engines, ambu-
lances, waste removal trucks, and deliveries during
certain hours, and not exceeding a certain size.
(27) All public open spaces within the historic quarters
shall be maintained for the enjoyment of all and no
structure, temporary or otherwise unless for brief uses
for special occasions shall be permitted in them.
(28) All street furniture shall be carefully designed.
(29) All roads shall be examined, to establish original
surface naterial. The stone lined drains, especially
in the bazaars, shall be reset to the historic levels.
The road system shall not be expanded but maintained at
the present level.
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Necessary tubes and
wires shall be buried
or hidden within the
fabric of the buildings
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(30) External plumbing, unsightly additions and new uncom-
patible materials shall be removed from the historic
quarters.
(31) Trees shall be preserved in order to have better land-
scaping, and to keep the environmental quality of the
historic quarters. The elimination of the overhead
distribution system of wires for electricity and tele-
phone will allow the tree planting campaign to progress
unhampered.
(32) All electricity and telephone services should be car-
ried to the historic quarters in an underground duct,
to be brought up as and when required for servicing the
houses. The use of a community aerial will remove the
necessity for the introduction of an aerial per unit.
(33) Necessary tubes and wires, ducts and reinforcement
shall be buried or hidden within the fabric of build-
ings so that the aesthetic integrity of the district
is distributed as little as possible.
(34) An overall street light system and a system to flood
light the ramparts shall be designed and implemented.
The style of the light fixtures shall not be in con-
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flict with the character of the district.
(35) Main feed-in lines and inside systems must be the
shortest possible and hidden but in the remotest areas.
(36) In restoring a building, its entire setting shall also
be considered.
(37) In case of adaptive use, ensure that the function
selected for the old building will not suppress its
original characteristics and does not unduly exploit
it.
(38) Original parts should be freed from later additions,
and conserved and harmoniously incorporated into a new
architectural structure.
(39) The general standards of protection, stabilization,
preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and recon-
struction shall apply, (see Appendix 13)
(40) Proper maintenance of public facilities is a prerequi-
site for preservation, as well as for pleasant appear-
ance and tolerable living conditions within the histor-
ic quarters to be preserved.
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(41) In any case of development in the historic quarters the
following guidelines should be considered:
"a. All new structures shall be constructed to a height
visually compatible with the buildings and surroundings
with which they are visually related.
b. The gross volume of any new structure shall be visually
compatible with the buildings and surroundings with
which it is visually related.
c. The proportion between the width and height of facades
shall be visually compatible with the buildings and
surroundings with which it is visually related.
d. The proportions and relationships between the doors and
the windows which are visible from public way shall be
visually compatible with the buildings and surroundings
with which it is visually related.
e. The rhythm of solids to voids, created by openings in
the facades, shall be visually compatible with the
buildings and surroundings with which they are visually
related.
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f. The existing rhythm created by existing building masses
and spaces between them shall be preserved.
g. The materials used in the final facades shall be visu-
ally compatible with the buildings and surroundings,
with which they are visually related.
h. The texture inherent in the facades shall be visually
compatible with the buildings and surroundings with
which they are visually related.
i. The design of roofs shall be visually compatible with
the buildings and environment with which they are
visually related.
j
.
The landscape plan should be sensitive to the individu-
al building, its occupants and their need. Further,
the landscape treatment should be visually compatible
with the buildings and environment with which it is
visually related.
k. Directional expression (horizontal or vertical domi-
nance) of nearby structures shall be considered.
(42) In the case of facades visible from the public way:
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original overall proportions of the building shall be
retained, stories shall not be added or removed from
the original building. Portions of the original fa-
cades shall not be demolished.
existing original openings shall be retained. New
openings should not be created unless specifically
authorized by the commission.
existing architectural details are to be restored and
repaired when possible." 40
(43) Since there is a tradition not to have signs in the
bazaars, it shall be followed. When signs may be
needed elsewhere in the quarters, they shall be inte-
grated with the overall design of the building. They
shall complement the architectural character of the
buildings. No large signs are allowed then shall be
inscale with their surroundings.
(44) Colors should not be disturbed, black and white and
colors which are visually compatible with the building
and the surrounding with which they are visually relat-
ed are only allowed.
(45) Prepare materials for use in teaching about historic
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preservation concepts at all school levels.
CONCLUSION
The old city of Nablus is one of the best preserved
traditional cities on the West-Bank of the Jordan river. It
contains one of the greatest collections of national monu-
ments in all the West Bank, and is considered by many to be
the most attractive city in that area after Jerusalem.
Nablus is seriously threatened with the disfigurement
and destruction, which may cause the eradication of whole
chapters of its history. The question then, is how can
future architectural development in the old city of Nablus be
prevented from accelerating the loss of its cultural identi-
ty.
A systematic program of preservation is recommended.
This program can offer present and future generations Nablus
the opportunity to create a better community while maintain-
ing and enhancing the best from the past.
Preservation must be integrated into the regular plan-
ning process. It must mean something to the man in the
street and involve the community. Above all it must be
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compatible with contemporary ways of living, and with changes
that are taking place. Preservation must be part of an
organic process in order to assure the continued enjoyment of
Nablus' special attributes embodied in its heritage. Such an
approach will help to make Nablus dynamic and fascinating, as
a place in which to live or to visit.
Efforts shall be made to identify the personality that
the historic quarters convey, to revive past values, to
regain the architectural integrity of the historic quarters
and to create a more liveable environment. It is essential
to maintain the charm and picturesque quality of this histor-
ic city about which an anonymous Palestinian poet once wrote
"when you say fame, you mean Nablus."
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APPENDIX 1
Future Planning Strategy : A Framework of Action
Source : An Urban Profile of the Middle East, M.
Roberts, St. Martin's, New York, 1979.
Hugh P.
Future Planning Strategy: a Framework for Action
Having drawn up one final picture of developing trends in Middle Eastern urban
societies, it remains to summarise the problems which liate been seen to exist
in the region. Tltis summary is foliowed by an identification of aim, objectives
and courses of action for urban planning in the future, which Middle East
countries, contemplating their individual urban situations, may see fit to adopt
or may, indeed, regard as unavoidable.
Problems
fa) Forecasts of continued large population increase for the future.
(b) Forecasts of populations getting younger, with resultant expansion of
potential labour forces, often ahead of an individual national economy's
ability to generate job opportunities for this labour force.
(e) Forecasts of continued population increase in urban areas ahead of
overall national rates of growth, uwtag to the combined p«
natural increase and large m-migranon movemems from rur;
res of high
ttlemenis in marginal locations ot cased on
the justification for which Mil. in the long
*i(li consequent ihrca
e these economies reti
tinued survival of
conventional
(d) Development of new
currently expanding
term, be temporary,
such settlements, one
patterns of growth.
(2) National Inadequacies
(aj Forecasts of the inability of national building industries. pufcHe or private
to cater for housing demands of the future.
(b) Forecasts of overloading of. and ovcrconcent ratien on, urban facilities,
such as transport systems, shopping facilities, public open space and
office space, etc.
(c) Forecasts of overloading of, and ovcrconcentrahon on domestic utilities ii
housing areas, such as electricity, waier supply, mms, telephones etc
(d) Forecasts of inadequate growth performance to generate sufficient
investment capital in the private or public s«ctor which can be allocated
tu eradicate poverty traps, malnutrition, illiteracy, poor education i,i
general and low health standards.
(3) dumge
(aj Observations of change, growth and speculative deveiopmeR! Uireaicrriiia
much of what remains of elements of the traditional built environment of
the Middle East, both m overall urban planning and more jKeiikatIv
architectural terms.
(b) Widespread adoption of foreign (mostly Western) building rractices
matetiais and planning techniques, creating a built
.-rmronmrnt wiuch is
superimposed on the region with frequent unsuitable long term effect)
One of these in particular is the temporary nature of the suability of
such practices, materials and techniques.
(c) Breakdown of existing community structures as a result of :r:aier
psychological and physical mobility and widespread auopticn of foreign
(usually Western) values. These lead to bewilderment and diiaawfialion
among populations where change is taking place ah.-ad of assimilation
processes, resulting in social instabilitv and possibi; eventual destructive
reaction by underprivileged ot even oniv mildly affected groups.
(d) Observation of bewilderment and disassociaiion not only with the
symptoms of change but the very existence of charm itself as a further
amponent of instability with possible similar responses to those *((i)0)
(4) Neglect
<a j Disappearance of traditional urban flavour and orcsiucturaf bsautv
areas and buildings possessing such qualities decline ur ilccav :n ihe
context of, or are regarded as irrelevant to. new dir.vimris c:" "conn
growth.
(b) Loss of budding and design skills built up and cvoivH
;n ||„ -,sl ,,,
special environmental requirements in an area where these were crucial.
to bo replaced with modern artificial methods of environmental control,
(c) Decline of traditional economies, craft industries and farming practices
in competition with more modem processes, despite components of
real value which such traditional practices offer fot many modern
problems.
Having made an identification of the major urban areas and classified them in
four groups, it is now necessary to draw up a framework of planning action
which may alleviate or partly solve ail the identified problems before they
become so profound as to become irrevocable. Tlus framework for action is
drawn up by identifying an overall aim which may be realised through certain
objectives in turn achievable with certain courses of action. Each of the
identified courses of action refers to one or mote of the specific problems which
it is seeking to solve.
Solution/
To create for societies of the future Middle East, hospitable, comfortable,
meaningful, and where possible beautiful urban environments, which promote
modern standards of living but cushion the people from t lie worst byproducts
of the change which will variously be needed to bring this about. The result
to be an easy assimilation of populations into their urban ei
enabling identification with it to the extent of feeling that they a
community.
Ob/ecttve I;
evolution i
lutes as many as possible of the problems besetting successful
change and development for ihe better.
Courses of action;
(a| Implement family planning policies to include birth control and fiscal/
financial incentives to encourage smaller families,
ioifg term solution to problems ( 1 )(a) and (1 )(bj.
Partial solution to problems (l)(c). (2)(a), (2)(o), (2)(c), (2)(d).
(b) Adopt policies to reduce levels of differentiation between rich and poor
regions and between economic core areas, and peripheries.
Invest particularly in employment generating projects and in the provision
of uiban and domestic facilities in puor and peripheral regions to make
their standards of living in some way comparable with rich and core areas.
Lone term solution to problem ( 1 )(c).
Partial solution to problems l2)(b), (2X0, (2Xd), (3)(c), (j)[d), (41(c).
(c) Reduce economic discrepancies between tich and poor areas, (as in course
of action 1 1 )(n) by policies of decentralisation. Encourage industrial and
commercial investment of ad kinds in migration source areas not oniv to
liait inward movement from the peripheries but to encourage 'back
migration'.
Long term solution to problem ( I )(c).
Partial solution to problems (2Kb), (2)(c). (2)(e>. 0Xcj. (3)(d), (4)(c).
Objective 2:
Promote and encourage where possible sclfiielp philosophy notably in the
areas of house building and small scale business and economic activity.
Courier ofaction:
(a) Allocate funds for sue and service schemes.
Partial solution to problems ( I )(d), (2)(a), (2)(b), [2)(cj, (2)(d), (3)(a I
(3Xb).(3)(cj,C4Ka),(4)(b),(4)(c).
(b) Set up organisations to make building materials supplies available to scif-
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help builders.
Partial solution to problems (1 )(d), (2X0. (2)(b), (2){c), (2)(d), (3Xa).
(3Xb),(3Xc),(4X3).{4)(b),{4Xc).
(c) Initiate research into low technology solutions to budding practices and
make available resources for implementation of these.
Partial solution to problems ( 1 1(d), C)(a), (2)(b>, (2J(cj. (I)(e) (3,< a ,
PXb>, (3X0. (3Xd}. (4JW, (4Xb). (4X0.
(d) .!/jJ;eawM7aW*mQ!e widespread grants/no interest loans- low .meres;
loan schemes to promote house building or business creation at the
individual level.
Partial solution to problem (l){d). CXa).CXI». CXO, {Z%d), (3)(al.
(3)(b), (3X«», (3)(d). (4|U). (4Kb). (4XcJ.
Objective 3: *
Develop new town planning and design practices to be made to lit more
suitably into the social, economic and physical requirements ot future
Courses ofaction:
(a) Curry out further investigation into design and planning tochniqoei of ihc
type described in Chapter 1.
ftn^l»6«toi»pwW»ra(lX<lJ,(2XO.(:Xb).(2Xcj.(JXitJ.(3Xbi,
(4)(a), (4Xb,l. (4Xc).
(b) Implement pdot projects for new town designs of i lie lype described an J
dlustrated in Chapter 7.
Partial solution to problems (\ )[<!). (2)U), [ZXH UXO. [3Ma), (3Xb)
(*Xa),(4Kb),(4Xc).
(c) Monitor and measure social and economic reactions to L'l^anee in e.MSiinc
and new communities and particularly those ot (blabou- 10 bmlj up
knowledge of how to imorot'e future town planning sntv::k:itions.
Partial solutwn to probL-m, (11(a), (2Xa),UXb).(:Xcl.iJXal i'n:-i
(4Kal.(4Xb).(4Xc).
Obicciive A:
^emphaiii; the importance of the Middle East's urban tiaditions [r, the
solution of;;s present problems.
Courses of action:
(a) Establish effecuve methods of conserva.ion control of ceruwi planning
and arcrjicctural elements, not only for ih: sake of preservation but 10
provide e.\amples of past solutions to relevant current problems to
enhance a sense of place, to retain the iradnioit uf bcauiy in built form
in the ,-ezon and to matte practical working use of buildings from a
previous age.
Partial sohtion to problems (3Xa>. (3X0. (3>(d). (4)fa), (4Xb). (4X0(b) Develop aesign themes Much adapt or liave their origins in the best
elements ;rom lustorical patiems. to create modern versions of funciionin-
but. where possible, beautiful buildme and settlement design.
Parnal solution to problem, <lj(d). (3Xa), (3Xc), (3Xd), (4Xa). (4Xb).
(0 Pursue (own planning policies wluch develop components of design and
layout irom the past such as a sense of place, and components oftfus,
such as senal vls.on. v>sual punctual^, contrast, complemenUnty and
scale, etc. (see G. Cullen in bibliography).
Partial so :-Mion to problems (3Xa), (3X0. (3)(d). (4){a), (4)(b). (4}(c).
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APPENDIX 2
Designing with Environmental Assessment.
Source : Recycling Cities for People. The Urban Design
Process, Laurence S. Cutler, 1976.
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Outline ol Component Tasks
General Oesc notion ol me oroiect
— History, chronology, and statistical
-Purpose and design criteria
—Proposed program ana clans
Descnpiion ol oroject areas
—Physical environrtianl
Urtian Ouillty ol Ufa
—
Busting conditions
Task IV
The Establishing ol Priorities Through Value
Factors in Order to Evaluate Alternatives
Management ol assessment ai
ft agencies & community
information 10 Coi
Modes
—Hearings ana rr
-Others
The aDcraoriaie uses, advantages, and disadvantages
of various methods jnrj mooes—grouos reached
Community involvement necessary to Discern
-Mutuality ol goals i user needs
Ta*k in
Establishing Existing Conditions and
Analyzing Impacts ot Protected Conditions
Urban Functions
Urban Fabric
-among condii
Task V
Design Alternatives
Schemes/Projects Alternatives
Task VI
Slating Impacts A Developing Means lo Minimize
Adverse or Maximiitt Beneficial Effects
-Response !o goais & ooiecttve
—Urban aulnry ot iifs
Ovenaopng moacls
Adverse imoacis & means to minim Lie
Task VII
Adjustments and Alternatives
lo Establish a Final Action Plan
Wiihin eacn simplified TasK category tt
ol considerations increases. Jus! within Task Ml—
urban Function. Urban Frame. Uroan Fabric, ana
Urban Quality ol Ufa—there are myriad possibiiitii
m aescnbing :ne components and concerns of a
city Besides, what is an urban frame 1 Like a livtr
body, the city includes a skeleton or a frame ana
several separata circulation systems. The city, itx
includes a neryous system which causes various
oarts to function and benave in particular ways.
There is also ine nesn or the 'abnc of a city, and
there is the spini—a Quality of Me aoout it that
We recently o
Department ol
This general l
Ubrary. Por examDie
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Table 1
A Checklist ot Considerations ir
Urban Function, Urban Frame, a
Urban Function*
AIM Image goals
A101 Goals 1 objectives
A102 General criteria
A103 ProtHems 4 potential
organization
Al 05 Charai
A200
A201
A202
A203
A20A
A20S
A206
ai:o?
•coe
Character ol community
Demographic Background & change
Regional 4 local proiec lions
Displacement, relocalioi
A3O0 Economic functions
A30i Regional 4 local rxoiections
A302 Cily tan Oase
A303 Cost 10 city
A304 Feasibility
A305
A300
A307
A308
ibiUty
Employment
Education
Housing
Business—large, small, n
Commercial— retail, wnoi
Tourism—commercial . re
A403C
—
Suitaoiiity tor oeveWpment
A404 Sons
A404B —Composition & depth
A404B —Characteristics— permeability, loaooeanng
cohesiveness
A405 vegetation
A40Sa —Trees/Shrubs
A405b -Ground cower
A405C -Climate aaaptaoiiuy 4 oensity
U06 Wiidnle
A406a -Manne/Land
~4C6tj
A406C -€ttect ot Development
A40T Hydrology
A407a —Avauaoiiity
J 40-:.!
A407c
—
Suriace 4 subsurface
A407d —Movement, storage, and erosion
A40B
A408a —Sun angles ana orientation
-'4i;sb
—
Wino effects and directions
A40BC -Shade /Shadow
A4080
A406* —Rainfall / Tern petal uie / Humidity
A409 Natural Hazards
a
-s ::•:,!
-Flood /Fire
A409b —Humcane/Storm
A409C -Tornado
A4f)9d
—
Earthquake
A410 Resources
AaiOa
A4I06
A410C -Water
A4IM —Land/Parks
A410a - Mi nerats IVegetations
A507 Benewot mooes ano persor
A50B Preservation ano maximuai
MOO Standards and design lor
and security
A601 Fire safety codes
Building cooes— structural.
conditioning, eiectricai. g
AbilD Sanitation stanoaras— water
A604 Transportation stancaros— 1
engineering, railway, ano
A60S
A806 Educational standards
A607 i_aoor standards
A60B
A60B Environmental standards
A810
w etding, pressure vessel
A700 Citizen reaction
A70T Detining goals 4 ooieclives
A70G
A703 pijdiic awareness
A704 user needs
information networks:
-Puohc otticials
—Civic associations
—Public interest groups
—NeignoomooO arouos
—Newspaper i Magaime / N s
—Radio/TV/Movie
A705
Comparison ot goats 4 ooji
A707 Risks 4 responsibilities
A5O0 Cultural
AS01 History o
A502 Heritage
A503 Arcneoio
A504
A505
Urban Frame
SI 00 Mailing
A4030 -Special land torms and outcropping* A506 Local taste 1 actors B101 Form generators
B102 Gateways 4 Carriers B312 Physical lorm ol network—partial linear. OOP CI09 ;.ir-i ,;n iecr.nio.Les /, materials- abor
B103 Canters 4 nodes avaiiaomtv
B104 Connectors. KM and interchanges B313 mtenace and interaction ot aoove CiiO Owner s management policies and onasing
Densily. proportion, scale, and rnythm Regional interface 4 interaction PuO'ic facilities 4 services ccmpatability
Zoning, Duiioing hefgnts. taor area ratios cm Preservation 4 maximization ol resources
ai07 Soanal sequence, views, vistas B400 Infrastructure cm Urban function grcan name lit
BtOB
BIOS
Adjacency conditions: naro. SOU
Transitional zones 4 flexiDiifty—directions.
B401 Programs, tuiure Oemanos ano goals, alternatives C2M Building Treatment
B110
0112
Building prototypes 4 groupings
Historic massing
8402 -Waier— suooiy. iieatmeni. storage, disi C201
B403 —Sewer—collection ireatment sisoosai C202 Matenais 4 structure
B404 C203 Texture 4 color
urban frame analysis
maintenance C204 Proportions 4 scale
-Bectnc 4 gas—production, generation
B203 —institutional
B204 -Commercial
B205
8206 —Agricultural
B207
azoa Location ouaniity. development
B20B Fabric 4 locus e-ements
8210
B211
S212
B213
B214 Existing generators
B21S development panems 4 growtn
3-ioe —Ugnting—streets 4 nignways
B407 —Telephone -facilities ana otn.
B408 -3o»a waste—collection, trans
3409
—Pollution controls: air noise
8410 —Street amenities: ouplic lonet
C20S
C208
C207
:2cs
. ::
Quiidinq find use prototypes
Housing
B500 Public tacllltlH and si
;:: Prograi
BS02 -Fire— 'ire prevention
B503 -Poice'Cnme preveni
B504 —Emergency / Sale ry
BSOS -Schools/ EOucation
B505 -Meaith
B507 -PuPiic transportation
schedu.es 4 lamiiy
—Building assign engine
system goats, nee
830(1 Circulation
B302
?.-,]
8304
Urban Fabric
-Building systems r>
Seconaary netwonts
sting ano changes
Building use 4 mixed use
Adjacency diagrams a' tuncn
Sauare icoiage/ acreage
Number ol tloors. units, or ro
Su osi rue tu res/Foundations
Open soace'Sile coverage
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C302A -BuiiOi
C303& -Govei
C303c -Cuitui
C3Q3d -Uttrar
C303e -Postal
C303I
C303g -Coun
Wing assign. *ni.;ini«?'""»;
P'. ci
C304 Retail ana commercial facilities
C304S —Community commercial centers
-yw :
C304e —Shopping malls, mamo ling OMCeS and Daiaars
C3040 -Regional mans, marketplaces ana oaiaars
C304e
aatt -Office ana aomitisirat've areas
C30*g —Transient resioentiai accommoaanons
C304h
C30S Recreation ana entertainment l actinias
C305a —Ooen soacB systems—pains ana recreation
C3050 -Playgrounds
C305C —Gymnasiums
C30M
C305S
C305I -Poou. rinks, courts
C305g —Arenas ana atnieiic complexes
C305n
csoe Religion and community organization lacilnies
"208a
center ana neigneornooos
C307a -Distribution caniars
C307b —Storage laciimee
C307C — Lignt manulaclunng. service industry.
cottage industry
;;:ora
—Heavy industries
C308 Agriculture
o::!ia —Existing ana reversed use
-2030 —Distribution earners
C30BC
:_-:~*.i
CjGSo -uvaier avanaonity
C30ST —Productive capacity
C30Bg
caoen -Forestry
D Urban Quality of Life
Din The Synthesis, or how Ihe pern come logettin
Q2QC The Compoarllon or mil ol all the *i*m#nli
D201
D202
Proportion ot percentage
0300 Tit* interaction ol all th«
or coniitJefaUon aoova
D301
D302
: m
D304
Degree o' mutuality ol go.
TjvenaoDing ol elements
Developing a Methodology
B religio
D400 The
D401 Phyi
402 Urcn
D403 Cna<
r Image ol Hie tout place
Th* weii- l»m<i ol the individual
Physical ana osycnoiogicai
Th* Wsl!-t>*ing ol social groupings
Physical ana psychological
Aclrvity groupings, amenities
validity ot groupings
Purpose ana fulfillment
Legal, governmental ana s
In theology n
knowledge—so H is with planning meories Planning
meories proliferate Decause planning methodologies
lend to evoive in response lo specific ana unique
sets ol problems Tnis is as it snould be
As eacn urban area and eacfi sel ot problems is
different, a methodology should not De a dogmatic
imposition o' a monotiihte ana inflexible thought
process. The Desi planning meory is. in tact. me
hyond—a responsive aaaptatipn ot the best charac-
teristics Ot many proven n
A thorough unoerstanding ol e
ol their strengths and inadequacies is necessary
wren planning w
Necessary too. however, is the creative ability of a
team to make adjustments or, when necessary, lo
devise totally new procedures through whicn to
evolve a plan, or better yet. a method ot growth and
change lor an urban area.
The choice ot the appropriate set of planning tecti-
niQues or methods is conditioned upon the prevail-
ing local conditions and needs and upon me available
base of stansticai data and other information For
example, techniques applicable to highly industrial-
na pase is broad and
ire usually inappropriate
lountries or areas mat have a less well-developed
irmation system. When neeos for basic amenities,
:h as roads, water, and housing, are pressing
t information is lacking, planning must aim at
methods.
achieving results rapidly without waiting for e
In the absence ot
sibie to reiy
Ihumb, comoarati
data base, it is pas-
standards and rules of
-national analysis.
i.-l.THIe :
:. Dub
;t analysis augmented by carefully s
itivity required. Conversely, to spend an
i iess-developed areas c
countries assembling the extensive data base nor-
mally available to planners in nighly <
areas will only delay the realization of n
to the unpredictable nature and difficulties of
dardizing eata gathering and analysis, mere a
often lengtny delays ana. all too frequently. ,p
nite, misleading, or inconclusive information n
when the area being studied is undergoing a
transition or change.
Planning ana Oev
id OlfttW mtormatio concerning u
ot J i
Metropolis
Statistical
politan area am
essential 'or comorenensive planning. II was app
particular, neeo to aeveioo their statistical ana
research services and. conseousnr/y. augment tl
ZUOD'Y ot trainee personnel tor this purpose. Ho*
a program or immediate acfo.
regard to metropolitan planning ana
iflotrid oe cossiota a/ the outset lo prep
preliminary ptans. at least m scnematic
mg mo mere urgent oo/ecfrves, it being
that these wouia he penpaicatty reviewed ana re-
vised as the statistical am
prove and more precise d,
avaitaoie '
Altnougn the notions of "Action Planning" and
Intermeoiate Approach to Planning" have been
discussea at lengih on the academic level and in
Iragementary subjecl areas, a comprehensive scale
technique has not yet been oeveiooed in oeveiop-
mg the metnoaoiogy lo guide the speedy prepara-
tion ot a wide range ot immediate action plans (from
regional master olanning for seven uroan areas rn
Nigeria to oowntown action plans lor American
cities and townsi we nave evolved at ECODE5IGN
a oiannmg process, a memod of working, mat is
flexible m adjusting lo varying levels ot information
and in accommodating a variety ol planning strate-
gies. Vet. as a process. .1 imposes me required
planning order and becomes a structure to control
the more intuitive planning strategies.
This process nas been explaineO in its simplified
outline lorm and diagramed (pp. 106-t25) Ihrough-
is Chapter. However, when aopiying the
expanded upon th
vanous new and n
Metnoaoiogy
Inventory of Technique*
In the section. "Technique: Design Methods."
from his book, Site Planning. Kevin Lynch, gives
a thorough inventory of current planning methods
For purposes ol explaining the inherent flexibility
ana versatility of the planning procedure mat has
been evolved through ECQDESIGN's work in urban
and rural design, we will expand on this inventory
and summanze it. while taking some additional edi-
torial liberties in commenting on each technique s
appropriateness and tailings tot a specific context
This inventory of planning techniques follows;
Incremental adaptation of solutions previously used
(Stereotvoesi 'S oernaps the most pervasive ana
often used technique It is most useful 'when changes
Hi the external situation ate slow reiaiive to the
pace of environmental decision—wnen ooiectives.
behavior, technology, motivations, physical settings
are an staoie. m addition me available stereotypes
must have some reasonaple relation to the croblem '
This is clearly not a methodology aooropnate to
newly urbanizing or rapidly growing areas
Planning must always move constantly oetween
the general ana the specific. This method proceeds
from trie general structure to the specific Oetails Ot
a proDlem One abstracts the essential function ot
an environment, "then imagining a lorm that win
satisfy mis general function as we" as possible
one tnen adapts in is lorm to satisy other tunctions
ana constraints " This is also called Linear Pro-
gramming In the case ol essenhai human needs
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sucfi as water, roads, or infrastructure, mis pro-
gramming concept oroviaes an important ana direct
impetus, out one mat musi be carefully guidea.
OpumnlnQ gtiwil function*
The "opumiztng or functions" is a more valid and
secure method wnen a is used as part of a more
comprehensive ana general design strategy in early
planning stages it points Ifie way ana gives pro-
gramming ana design criteria "This techniaue is
surely correct in pointing to the imponance of pur-
pose or function . getting right at the heart ot a
complex proDlem wnerever there is an oDvious
dominant function" or functions to
or pptimizea.
This is the most physical oi planning approaches
ana is perhaps at its strongest in the absence of
statistical data, it aeais primarily with " possibilities
inherent in a physical setting," out otnef aspects a
spatial manner, such as "political power structure,
benavior settings." The strongest aavantages in mi
methodology lie m me reduced lime element, the
fact mat "suggestions (or aesign solutions seem to
rise immediately out of the problem/' ana that the
data input need not be m statistical form.
Disaggregation attempts to confront multiplicity (as
opposed to coping with complexities I by zeroing
in on a critical prooiem Here it is assumed mat
"multiplicity can be managed it it is divided into
many parts." These smaller area units or modules.
however, must be ot a size "large enough 10 deal
with the important issues ot the plan " The closes!
analogy is perhaps me English system ot town-plan
Layouts. Its failure is most marned in developing
countries (and previous British colonies) because
its success is dependent upon a total planning sys-
tem Tf\e unit must be a Oiece titling into a strong
existing master plan tor a city ana Dased on na-
tionally acceoted behavior criteria for development
vative techniques. Basically, an area is "divided into
relatively independent, staoie patterns of customary
behavior together with their approonate ohysicai
These are more logical divisions than purely spatial
ones since they follow me gram of the way a place
is used." The major failing ot this technique would
be "singie-focus neglect ot larger relations '—
such as the inter-relations ot activity oatterns. move-
ment patterns, regional influences, etc. On the
other hand, it does open the door to more intuitive
techniques in the aDsence of a standard data base.
To prepare "ideal plans tor each ot a number of
ma|or purposes (access, diversity, cost mainte-
nance, ale.) "is a similar tactic to optimizing a
Single function, out it is less superficial in mat "cor-
respondences are sought and remlorcea and
conflicts are avoided (note mat to mis point, me
technique closely approximates the Environmental
Impact Statement Process) or compromised on
some intuitive basis of weighing to giw
that correspond to many criteria at o
Process, which examines conflicts to
separately ir
ogy mat is explained in this
nmg method "This very c
development ot fi
criteria, tnougn only when tne criteria are so iineiy
divided that they are no longer vernal generalities,
Out are operational statements about what cnar-
orm is neeoed m a particular ci reurn-
Then a tree- 1 ike path ot design is
n which each design decision (vernal
or graphic statement) considers the conflicting
requirements of only two suDdesigns. me more
important con tnets being resolved as early as pos-
sible The final result is a solution that reflects
me whole branching chain of suboptimizations
ana compromises."
Although Multiplicity is explicitly dealt with nere.
in practice the method is inoperative in terms of
time and inability to make system-wide reconsidera-
tions m a new light or to change directions mid-
stream This method is derived from Mores on
Syntnesis ot Form by Christopher Alexander
Because Ot US comprehensiveness, our adapted
methodology attempts IP amplify and incorporate
this aspect
"Ratner than concentrating on objectives or on
problems, design may proceed from the opposite
end. In such a case it will begin by assembling or
This general category also includes other direct.
intuitive. Out. as yet. non -scientific, unprovable, a
fhus inconclusive means, such as: 1 ) community
panicipanpn. 21 shift (n context, time, location,
or size. 3) synectics approach. 4) Sianisiavski or
Socratic methods, S) analogies personiticat ions,
ana other gaming simulation, brainstorming, ana
team approaches. These are valid pain-
that need to be solidly integrated into a planning
process. This integration, in tact, the last-fracking
of ihese means into (he total process, has been a
major mieni escribed in this Dock and in particular,
this chapter.
Another grouo ot techniques thai wouia appropri-
ately be caiegonzed as a 'Focus on Means"
include 6) Experimental prototypes which can either
be a physical Simulation or a small-scale rnai
action These are most useful tor small-scale proD-
the K
the moniiormg and teed-b
ntnge
Sieve maopmg is a simple, straightforward method
'or aggregating ana analyzing complex information
patterns in a spatial context Tne Dasic notion
is that by simultaneously viewing transoareni over-
separate oieces of informa non prodded onio one
final map. This method oroduces a composite piece
ol information thai is suOiective only inasmuch
as professional interpretation on particular overlays
is necessary
in the typical sieve mapping-sue suitability analysis.
a site suitaoilily matrix is developed by overlaying
mapping of [he following types ot survey information:
Soils (Soil lypes. erosio
capacity, shrmk-swetl o
Geology (Texture and depth to oedrock, ledge,
outcropping, deposits,
foliation, regional faulting £
Hydrology (Streams, flows.
n-otf.
upland Hats, percolalior
Vegetation (Hardwoods,
spare-dense, wddlite, visu
Topographic (Percentage
eve process maps o
e sue suitability in
acreage, frontage. load acces
osl important product >r
e absence ol. or m augmenting, a data base
(hat it aggregates existing physical n
(o a meaningful and factual form
in storing and sorting data
'or programming, (or dismaying this data either
verbally or graphically nas proved to be a valuable
planning tool, which has been discussed in
Chapter 2. However, (he comouter is only useful
wnen mere is a large and complete data oase
When (he data is available, the computer can be
used by a creative crogrammer lo disoiay the infor-
mation graphically inrough special maopmg
techniques, animated demographic surfaces,
planning models, eic.. shown on cages 40 through
43 Laborious calculations can be mace—sucn as
proiectad pooulations and o frier demographic or
financial data, traffic ana parking o
perspectives cart Oe arawn. howev
of these functions depend on avaiiapiiity ot cata
base, equipment, and trained personnel, comouter-
aideo techniQues cannot oe widely utilized in
planning in developing areas, nor even in many
pans of the united Stales.
Root* Of th* Process
E.P.A.. 1)70.
Each ot tne methods discussed under the inventory
ot Techniques nave one fault in comrr on' they are
not total planning ana design processi ss They
are piecemeal siraieg-es and. as planiung method
-
ologies. are prone to error and omissn ins. Elimma-
tion of sucn omissions, however, was one of the
maior goals Of the "Environmental 'mcact Statement
Process introduced m 1970
As tne result of (he critical and previously u
tected environmental ana growth policy situi
developing in the United Slates the Nanona
Environmental Policy Act was developed ani
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c nanaicaps. i
w planning proceaure 10 De (
Ihe most important o
s being the testing 01 a "w
of alternatives against shilis in come
As the fire! planning proceaure to evolve from a
legal act ol Congress, me process, of necessity,
had to Be constantly tested and looonoies closed.
By tne same token, ihrs very legal raison o'eue
began, precedent by precedent, to develop an EIS
Process mat lenoed to be less Human-onanted
and more technical-oriented Tne legal uveal ol
subjectivity was forcing tne empnasis less on
planning tor numan needs and more on quantifiable
levels of acceptance ol tne more scientifically
measurable impacts of air. noise, water pollution,
tratfic. ano Displacement The Quantifiable imoacts
thai could be measured ana then compared lo
established legal or sate levels ot acceptance or
non-acceptance (tnus avoiding any threat of
subjectivity) mesned too easily ana inflexibly with
tne legal structure from which tne EIS Guidelines
haa Been generated.
The other major criticism of tne EtS Process was
that it is wasteful m time, professional energies, and,
theretore, money because it was designed to fol-
low, rather than to precede, a proposed clan ot
development or action.
relating to whole urban areas
Plans nave oeen undertaken by ECODESIGN we
were askea By Anarew F, Eusion, Jr.. Urban Design
Program Officer. U.S Department ot Housing ana
Urban Development, to OevelOP an urban design
EIS methodology that was responsive to DOth pro-
lessional and community critiques Of the existing
governmental EIS guidelines.
ising and
studies, it has been simplified to a Work Flow Dia-
gram, a sequenced Outline ot Specific Component
Tasks, and a Checklist of urban and Rural Design
Considerations
Because several of the most important Environ-
mental Impact Statements m tne United Stales
The UrOan and Rural Planning Process is. or should
oe. ihe process o< designing with Environmental
Assessment. Tne purpose ol tne current Environ-
mental impact Statement process is to identify me
impacts ot a particular protect on the environment
and to develop means to minimize adverse impacts
and to maximize tne oeneliciai ones Within these
goals, me difference oetween tne Regional and
Urban Design Process and tne Environmental
Impact Statement process is one o! timing—the
phasing and the additional oo/ective mat. it trie
process is followed in the course ot design.
the costly, time-consuming needs ol Environmental
impact Statement writing after design will oe
n Which to Plan
Tne planning methodology developed at ECODESIGN
has proved to be a means of establishing broader
guidelines for the Environmental impact Statement
process through simplified concepts and a clarified
procedure. Although it is a systematic process
that evolved out of many complex revitaiization
reports, downtown plans, and environmental impact
The methodology, nowever. is intended as an
a0|ustable structure that would serve simultaneously
as a methodology, a schedule ot mator milestones,
and a tormat 'or work tasks enumeration Most
importantly, nowever. we nave attempted 10
construct a process into wnicri various techniques
can be plugged and utilized as appropriate it is
a network through which information and creative
planning input would pass. II includes a checklist
and channels designed to avoid some ot the piftalls
ot oversight ol the single-focused and isolated
techniques described above and to 'fast-track"
some Ol the more comprehensive, out overty
time-consuming, techniques ot disaggregation ot
sequential generation ol alternatives.
The lour "Impact Areas " (Urban Function. UrOan
Frame. Urban fabric, and Urban Quality) also
serve as a calibrator to guarq agamst overemonasr
such as ot physical versus nonphysical and
technical versus human -orrented lechmques The
individual techniques described rn me preceding
inventory can tnus imd their useful positions
within the impact Areas, depending on tne
articular planning proiect needs. For example:
Urban function—(Socioeconomic Functions)
Optimizing ot particular functions
Breakdown oy criteria
Cause. Ettect matrices
Dominant factors grid
Shitting ot context
Testing ol "What Iff"
UrOan frame—(Physical Land Use a
Problem structure
Design language and diagrams
Form | uxtapositions
Sieve mapping process
Spacial location (with and without computer aid)
a
Urban FaDnc—(Area Untts and Urban Texture)
Means onentation to specific problems
Suitability: compatibility matrices
Modular development units
Testing ot prototypes
G
Urban Quality—{Behavioral Patterns and
Preferences)
Matrix to check tor corrective actions
Design by oehavior settings
Time maoomg—operations. scheOuies. cycles
Brainstorming and gaming techniques
User neeqs, Community participation techniques
Checks Against Oversight* Are Sulll-ln,
Cyclical Event*
These impact Areas are set into tne process as
a work-How chart so that problems ol comprehen-
siveness, alternatives consiaeration. ana feedback
are made ,moerative cyclical events, 'or axampie
testrng against and assessment of alternatives are
recurring tasks that occur both as generic (or
prototypical I alternatives ana as soecitiea detailea
alternatives. The use Ol generic alternatives in an
eany stage ilor example: All I—Linear Form.
All II—FiaaiaJ form, All. ill—Gno Form) Becomes a
means ot fast-tracking and eliminating some time-
consummg a "tree-like oath ot design"
n Alexander's fVofes on Synthesis of
Form The overall intent is ihal the procedure
can De simplified and clarified so as to De under-
stood By a Broader professional and lay group
while still incorporating the means of dealing witn
great complexity.
The four impact Areas are also used as cortvemenr
groupings tor tne checklist and for the final line-
tuning procedures, as wen as the overall evaluation
ano statement ol impacts when adverse and benefi-
cial impacts are identifiers and means to minimize
the adverse impacts or maximize me beneficial are
developed Ai the impact statement stage the
"Matrix to Check lor Overiaoping and Accumula-
tive impacts" or me "Matrix to Check for Corrective
Action ol Means to Minimize" (See page 330)
would again oe a ouilt-m assurance of comprehen-
siveness and a guard against causal ana accumula-
tive et'ects and risk-taking.
The ultimate planning proceaure must movi
constantly trom tne general to ihe specific,
constantly cycle new information input ana
into tne process: it must insist on the most scie
tific ot proot available. But still allow for ana, in
lact. insist on tne incorporation ol intuitive judg-
The Prototype*
tools, it is possible to simplify the component
elements of the Urban Functions. UrBan Frame.
Urban Fabric, and even the Quality ot Life to their
Basic ingredients. When reduced to their isolated
ana most typical essentials, they can Be examined
first as an independent system tnat has a purpose,
a method 0' working (or ol not working), ana an
aooaratus. Once the system is maae clear, it can be
evaluated in terms of its functioning, malfunctioning,
overloads, and Dad connections—ana tne problem
points can then oe .dentified. Prototypes, on the
other nand. are useful because mev distill and
detme the essential o
TF\e basic systems thai cause cities to Function or
not lo function as they do range 'rom the iheoreticai.
such as the governmental system, io the physical,
sucn as circuianon systems ana open soace
systems.
There are functional systems with Doth theoretical
ana physical impacts, sucn as educational systems,
pubic transportation systems, ana the security
systems Ol fire ana police
The infrastructure of a city >s depenOent on both
the management ana me physical apparatus Ol
water systems, sewerage and drainage systems,
electrical utility systems, ana roaa systems
r numbers ano
r prototypes. With 'hose
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APPENDIX 3
An-Naser Mosque Plans and Elevation.
Source : Personal Communication, 5th Year Students, Dept of
Architecture, An-Najah National University Nablus,
1987.
*jp 1? M
fl fi a i
Ground floor plan of en- Naser mosque
n_ ,
^\
First floor plan of en-Naser mosque
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North elevation "en-Naser mosque'
234
West elevation "en-Naser mosque"
South elevation "en-Naser mosque'
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APPENDIX 4
Sabanet "Soap Factory" Abdul Hadi.
Source : Personal Communication, 5th Year Students, Dept
of Architecture, An-Najah National University,
Nablus, 1987.
• 7 3 im
Ground floor plan
oor plan
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APPENDIX 5
Toqan Palace - Plans & Elevations.
Source : Personal Communication, 5th Year Students, Dept
of Architecture, An-Najah National University,
Nablus, 1987.
Plan of the entrance "Tuqan palace"
/ % tro
First floor plan "Tuqan palace "
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Second floor plan " Tuqan palace "
Bg I. ijuurg
1^-rE
in=
TIK.,j?
X
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Third floor plan "Tuqan palace "
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Sections $ Elevations " Tuqan palace
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APPENDIX 6
Doors and Windows from the Old City of Nablus.
Source : Personal Communication, 3rd Year Students, Dept of
Architecture, An-Najah National University,
Nablus, 1987.
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APPENDIX 7
Stone Inscriptions
Source : Personal Communication, Zuhir Dobie, Nablus, IS
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APPENDIX 8
New Documentation Methodology.
Source : ICOMOS, Vol I, C.
Washinton, D.C., 19
Barrett Kennedy and friends,
7.
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APPENDIX 9
Social Survey form, Istanbul.
Source : Conservation as Cultural Survival, Aga Khan Award
for Architecture, 1978.
The following Social Sur i Form wai used ic
d wtih Ihe lunhghl ind vent
No: .... Partially: .
«°J How often do you ihop Iround Beyam? ....
JD| How often do you jhop around Bevoglu?
51) Whtch of the following would you i.ke to live
Baiemem: First floor 2UI llojou have i gaidc
Second floor Third floor:
the head of the family:
Www AVr.ir.on ro Head tf ftmily Stt
23) Which room do ,ou
Wily? li
2') Where do the parent
2J) Where do ihechildrr it deep!
6. Bui nop
7. Clou to ill....
8. Other
S2) Which o( the following do you o>n!
I Bicycle
J. Motorcycle
4. Oihtt
....
2. ...
1. ...
I. ...
nti|;iiftuurn>]
II iCi,.., k.
Ml When do you peel iw«tttMu}
t*\ dry?..
JO)
II i«.
u do ironing*
where? ... N
[>oyo
31} ch.tdien hav
11)
Ml finer i i b*by m
rung?
htl mdy. wh
Where doel it ileep during the day*
NEIGHBOURHOOD RELATIONS
II yei, who ire they 1 No:
37) Do you coniider your neighbourhood crowded?
n your neighhour-
33) Doea your houie need plaitcring 31
Ye* .... No; .... Pi
Jo) Would you have liked any change!
if no.
»] Doyttt conudcr the I
hood beautiful? ....
Ilyn.why? ....
linn, .hy
l'.-.,t,ally.»hyT,...
Noamwer: ....
NEIGHBOURLY RELATIONS
39) W»h how many of your neighbour
40) Do ynur neighbour! gel along well
Y«. why?
,
Pin
60) lfy<
impleted?
62) Would you wan
64) If the Slate w.
budget each rr.
No: .... How much rent are jou paying?
I It you moved to rental home, -hat would be the
maximum rent you could afford to pay?
No; Why? ....
Partially: Why?
12) Oo you consider rnov
13) Knot, why don't you
14) If you would or could am
Why thai dilirict?
..
13) If you would or coult
16) Do you think Ihit yo rhon
need! of your family?
Yea:.... No
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APPENDIX 10
Building Evaluation.
Source : Historic Preservation Inventory & Planning Guide-
lines, City of Las Vegas, Charles H. Page & Asso-
ciate, Inc., San Francisco, 1978.
1. Architectural Significance
Exceptional: Buildings of national or pre-
eminent local importance such as meritorious works
of noted architects, outstanding examples of an
architectural style, unusual structures exhibiting
superb design qualities and buildings which illus-
trate stylistic development of architecture in the
United States.
Excellent: Important examples of architec-
tural styles that retain a high degree of design
integrity
.
Good: Representative examples of architec-
tural styles exhibiting a moderate amount of
design integrity.
Fair: Buildings which are not, of themselves,
distinguished works of architecture, but those
which contribute to the character of a neighbor-
hood or potential preservation area in scale,
materials, proportion and other visual ways.
Poor: Buildings with little or no design
integrity and those which may even detract from
the character of their visual environment.
2. Environmental Significance
Exceptional: Buildings which give major
definition to a neighborhood by virtue of their
design or siting, or which retain distinctive
landscaping or other features representative of an
earlier time. A structure with a carriage house,
garden and fenced grounds would be an example.
Major: A structure or place that helps to
give definition to an important grouping, or
buildings in that grouping if they are important
contributors
.
Contributing: Structures or places that con-
tribute to the over-all character of an area or
form compatible, but not major, components or
groupings.
Non-contributing: land use, style or visual
character inappropriate.
3. Desecration of Original Design
None or little: Buildings with no exterior
modifications, or such minor ones that the appear-
ance of the building is entirely in its original
character
.
Moderate: Buildings with bad signs, exterior
fire escapes or other superficial modifications
that are inappropriate but not irreversible
.
Considerable: Extensive or permanent changes
to the original design. Inappropriate additions,
extensive removal of architectural details and re-
surfacing of wooden facades in stucco are examples.
4- Historical/Cultural Significance
Exceptional: The highest evaluation reserved
for structures or places of national
,
pre-eminent
local or state importance.
Major: Reported association with persons or
events of local and/or statewide significance,
and/or with major development patterns of the area.
Moderate: Reported association with minor
development patterns, and persons or events of
some local Importance or influence. A person who
is active in the community, such as a high ranking
Mason
.
Minor: Buildings of no established associa-
tion with noted persons or events. Also, buildings
for which little or no historical information was
received in time for the evaluation.
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APPENDIX 11
Preservation for Earthquakes.
Source : ICOMOS, Vol II, Sir Bernard Feiden, Washington,
D.C., 1987.
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-i
1 and military authorities at bie-
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APPENDIX 12
Preservation of Stone Today.
Source : ICOMOS, Vol I, Richard Pieper, Washington,
1987.
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APPENDIX 13
Standard Definitions.
Source : Reading in Historic Preservation. Why? What?
How?, Norman Williams and friends, The State
University of New Jersey, 1983.
Section 68.2 Definitions.
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APPENDIX 14
Personal Communication.
Mohammad Ata Yousof
1429 Laramie St. #3
Manhattan, KS, 66502
U.S.A.
October 31 , 1 988
Mr. Eliezer Frenkel
Hasadna Leitzur Pnim Ve 'adrichalut
P.O.Box 21192
Tel Aviv 61211
Israel
Dear Mr. Frenkel,
I am a graduate student in the Department of Architecture
Kansas State University. I am working on my thesis -General
Guidelines for Developing and Conserving the Old City of
Nablus, West Bank, under the direction of professor Bernd
Foerster. Unfortunately, the material that is available to
me is inadequate.
Recently, I learned that you are one of the architects who
did a good job in developing and preserving the historic
quarters of Jaffa. I would appreciate it if you could mail
me a copy of the guidelines that you used in Jaffa, or any
other material that would be useful to me.
I would prefer to have materials written in English sent,
if possible.
please feel free to send me the cost of any materials you
send and I will reimburse you.
Thank you
Sincerel
^
MohammaoTAta Yousof
(913) 776-8695.
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SADNA-ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN WORKSHOP
P0.6 21193 TELAVIV 61211 ISWAEL
TEL: 03 255185
Mr. Mohammad Ata Yousof,
1429 Laramie St. Apt. 3
Mannattan. KS 66502,
Dear Mr. Mohammad Ata Yousof.
My appologies for the in delay answering your letter. but regretfully
I recieved it at a very hectic period and couldn't get to it as quickl\
as would have wished.
I am enclosing a copy of a brochure of the Jaffa project which was
prepared in the late 60'- as is evidenced from the "before and after"
photos. I hope this brochure will be of some help, even if it doesn't
seem to convey the "reality" of the old city of Jaffa nor the reason
for its popularity. But after all. we are looking back some 28 years
after work begun and over 20 years since it's "offical" completion(minor work on the site continued till about 10 years ago and in some
cases is still in progress).
Then as now. our tendency, as architects, is to over emphsise the
esthetic aspect. Yet, the main questions and problems in urban
renovation are of social, economic and administrative nature.
Therefore I suggest you should consider the following questions:
1. In what way will the present population - which is usually poor -
participate in the project ? - keeping in mind that the cost of
renovation is as high as that of new construction.
2. Since existing population and building density are usually
very high and hardly suitable for modern living - hew should one
define criteria to clear at least some of its present population
and building and at what cost? - assuming one overcomes such
problems as "private wakff". which prevents present owners from
selling their property and many others with which you should be asfamiliar as I am.
To overcome such obstacles requires large sums of money, the good will
of the whole propulation and above all clear goals of benefits, farbeyond sentiments of nostaligia, cultural heritage, history, etc.
In short, one should try and be as realistic as possible, even if it
sounds somewhat materialistic. It is, by the way, precisely this
attitude which made Jaffa a living reality.
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SADNA -ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN WORKSHOP
FOB. 21197 THAVIV 61?tl ISRAil
TEL: 03 2551S5
The very decision to create an "Artist quarter" in Jaffa uae based on
the assumption
- which proved to be true - that artist uili be willing
to live in a romantic and historic area - although living conditions
are more difficult - if they can benfit economically: In this case, own
a studio-gallery at a realativly reasonable price compared to anv other
place in town. The same, by the way. is true of artists quarters
always remember the economic w^^a.
other urban and architectural project.
As for design criteria I am afraid that these can not be transmitted in
writting.
I wish you a successful project and hope to hear from you.
FrerEliezer nkel - Archite
Head of Sadna
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Mohammad Ata Yousof
1429, Laramie St. #3
Manhattan, KS 66502
September 23, 19£
US-ICOMOS
Decatut House
1600 H Street, N W
Washington D C 20006
Dear Mr. Keune:
I am a graduate student in the Department of
Architecture at Kansas State University.
I am working on my thesis - General Guidelines for
Developing and Conserving the Old City of Nablus, West
Bank - under the direction of Professor Bernd Foerster.
Unfortunately, the material that is available to me is
inadequate. I would appreciate it if you could mail me
any information related to my topic, or anything that
would be useful to me. It would be helpful if you
have material dealing with the preservation of Islamic
heritage.
-v
Maohammad Ata Yousof
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US-COMMITTEE
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL
ON MONUMENTS AND SITES
US/ICOMOS
Mr. Maohammad Ata Yousof
14 29 Laramie Street, #3
Manhattan, Kansas 66502
October 13, 1988
Dear Mr. Yousof:
In response to your September 23 inquiry, I am sending printed
material which describes ICOMOS and US/ICOMOS . Our office does
not have available for distribution the type of specific
information you are seeking with respect to Islamic planning and
architecture.
I have two suggestions:
1
.
The Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture operated by
Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in Cambridge, Massachusetts has the best collection of published
materials on Islamic planning and architecture in the United
States
. I would suggest your writing to Mr. Omar Khalidi, Aga
Kahn Program Col lection /Reference Librarian, Department of
Architecture, Room 10-390, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
Their annual reports list all of the publications they have added
to their collections for that year. Have you checked your
university library's potential computer access to the library
holdings of other university collections - i.e. MIT?
2
.
The ICOMOS Documentation Centre in Paris may be able to
provide you with a listing of their published holdings on the
preservation of Islamic architecture. The address for the
Documentation Centre is noted in the blue US/ICOMOS brochure.
I trust that these two information sources may be of some
assistance to you as you work on your thesis project.
Sincerely yours,
C)L«mJ-1^1—
Rtisjell V. Ketine, AIA
Vice President for Programs
Enclosures
1600 H Street. NA\' Washington-D.C. 20006 (29r)6r3~tG93,673-421]
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GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING AND PRESERVING
THE HISTORIC OLD CITY OF NABLUS - WEST BANK
by
MOHAMMAD ATA YOUSOF
B. Arch., An-Najah National University
Nablus, West Bank, 1986
AN ABSTRACT OF A THESIS
submitted in partial filfilment of the
requirements for the degree
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
College of Architecture and Design
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas
1989
ABSTRACT
The old city of Nablus is one of the best preserved
traditional cities on the West Bank of the Jordan river. It
contains one of the greatest collections of national monuments
in all the West Bank, and is considered by many to be the most
attractive city in that area after Jerusalem.
Nablus is seriously threatened with the disfigurement and
destruction which may cause the eradication of whole chapters
of its history. The question then, is how can future
architectural development in the old city of Nablus be
prevented from accelerating the loss of its cultural identity.
A systematic program of preservation is recommended. This
program can offer present and future generations of Nablus the
opportunity to create a better community while maintaining and
enhancing the best from the past.
Preservation must be integrated into the regular planning
process
.
It must mean something to the man in the street and
involve the community. Above all it must be compatible with
contemporary ways of living, and with changes that are taking
place. Preservation must be part of an organic process in
order to assure the continued enjoyment of Nablus' special
attributes embodied in its heritage. Such an approach will
help to make Nablus dynamic and fascinating, as a place in
which to live or to visit.
Efforts shall be made to identify the personality that
the historic quarters convey, to revive past values, to regain
the architectural integrity of the historic quarters and to
create a more livable environment. It is essential to maintain
the charm and picturesque quality of this historic city about
which an anonymous Palestinian poet once wrote "when you say
fame, you mean Nablus."
